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Let R be a commutative local ring with the unique maximal ideal A. Let V be a
Ž .free module of rank n over R. And let Sp V be the symplectic group on V withn
an alternating bilinear form f : V = V “ R. We study the generation of a subgroup
Ž . Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž .T M of Sp V , where M s x g V f x, V s R and T M is defined as theR n R
subgroup generated by all symplectic transvections with axis x H for x g M.
Our main goal is to get a nice necessary and sufficient condition for any subset
Ž . Ž . Ž .N : M satisfying T N s T M , where T N is the group generated by allR R R
symplectic transvections with axis x H for x g N. In particular, if f is nonsingular
Ž . Ž .we have T M s Sp V , and therefore our necessary and sufficient conditionR n
Ž . Ž .gives us a criterion for an arbitrarily given N : M satisfying T N s Sp V .R n
Ž .Also we shall investigate the T N orbit of each x g M, find some small sets ofR
Ž . Ž .generators of T M consisting of transvections in T N , and as a result solve theR R
author's conjecture in ``Generators and Relations in Groups and Geometries''
Ž . Ž .A. Barlotti et al., Eds. , pp. 47]67, Proc. NATO ASI C . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative local ring with identity 1 and the unique
maximal ideal A. Let V denote a free module of rank n over R with an
alternating bilinear form f : V = V “ R. Thus f is a bilinear map with
Ž . Ž .f x, x s 0 for all x g V, and this definition implies that f x, y s
Ž . Ž w x.yf y, x for all x, y in V cf. Lang 8, p. 354 . If the mapping V “
Ž . Ž .Hom V, R given by x “ f x, is an isomorphism of modules, f is saidR
to be nonsingular. However we do not assume nonsingularity for f in this
paper; that is, f is assumed to be a singular alternating bilinear form. To
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Ž .The symplectic group Sp V on V is a subgroup of the general linearn
Ž .group GL V on V defined byn
Sp V s s g GL V xy s s xs y for all x , y g V .Ž . Ž . 4n n
Ž .Frequently we call x g V a vector and s g Sp V an isometry on V.n
The notation, conventions, and terminologies follow almost those of Brown
w x w x w xand Humphries 1 , Hahn and O'Meara 4 , and Ishibashi 5]7 . Especially
w x6 may be convenient for the reader to refer, since this paper is a sequel
of it.
 <For instance, for subsets U, W : V we understand UW s uw u g U,
4 H  < 4 Hw g W , U s x g V xU s 0 , rad U s U l U , U H W s U [ W
 4 ² :with UW s 0 , and U denotes the R-submodule generated by U.
As we can see in many mathematical papers and literatures on classical
groups, for a g R and ¤ g V the isometry T is defined by the formulaa , ¤
T z s z q z¤ ? a ? ¤ , z g V .a , ¤
If ¤ f rad V, T is called a symplectic transvection or simply transvectiona , ¤
on ¤ H , and if ¤ g rad V, T is just the identity map on V. If U is aa , ¤
subset in V then we denote
T s T a g R , u g U 4R , U a , u
and
² :T U s T ,Ž .R R , U
Ž .the subgroup of Sp V generated by T .R , U
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . It is easy to see that T M : Sp V : Sp V , where Sp V s s gR 0 0
Ž . 4Sp V N s s 1 on rad V . And if f : V = V “ R is nonsingular, these three
groups coincide with each other.
w xAs in Ishibashi 5]7 , by a maximal vector we mean a vector x g V such
that xV s R, and the letter M denotes the set of all maximal vectors in V.
< <Obviously M is not a module, for 0 f M. Also if RrA s 2, x q x f M
for any x in M. The concepts of a connected set N in M, a path and a line
 4in N, length, rank, and type of a line L, a unit pair x, y , a hyperbolic
Ž .space U, and the Witt index w V are all seen on the first page of
w xIshibashi 6 . By a connected spanning set we mean a subset N in M
which is connected and spans V. The word line above comes from a line
w xgraph treated in Brown and Humphries 1, 2 .
The most important new concept will be the regularity of a connected
set in V, which will be defined in Section 2. Proposition 2.5 will give us
several equivalent conditions on regularity.
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Our purpose is to investigate the following three problems:
Problems. Suppose B / N : M are given.
Ž . Ž . Ž .I Find a nice criterion for N to ensure T N s T M .R R
Ž . Ž . Ž .II If T N s T M , find a small subset N9 : N such thatR R
Ž . Ž .T N9 s T M .R R
Ž .III Let N be a regular connected spanning set for V. Then what is
Ž . Žthe T N orbit for each vector x in M? For the definition of regularityR
.see Section 2.
The more explicit form of these three problems shall be stated in
Theorem 3.1]3.5, and their proofs shall be done throughout Section 3
along with some necessary lemmas and propositions in Section 2.
< <Now, by our assumption, A is a maximal ideal. Hence we have RrA G 2.
Ž . Ž .Further, in I ] III above we have assumed B / N : M, so M / B.
Ž .Consequently, w V G 1.
< < Ž .On the other hand, if RrA ) 2 or w V s 1, we may say that we have
already acquired sufficiently satisfactory results for the above problems
Ž . Ž .I ] III .
Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact, for I , T N s T M if and only if N is a connected spanningR R
Ž w x. Ž .set of V Ishibashi 5, Theorem 3.3 ; for II we can choose n vectors
 4 Ž . ws , s , . . . , s in N such that T , T , . . . , T generate T M by 5,1 2 n R , s 1, s 1, s R1 2 nxTheorem 3.4 , where by the definition of the symplectic transvection 1 in
T , . . . , T denotes the identity element in R and not 1 in natural1, s 1, s2 n
Ž . Ž .numbers; and for III we can easily see that T N x s M for any x in MR
Ž w x.cf. 5, Theorem 3.3 .
For these reasons in the present paper we will restrict ourselves to the
< < Ž .case where RrA s 2 and w V ) 1. But, remember that we do not
assume V nonsingular.
Here we state some basic results which were established in previous
papers.
Ž . wFirst, for I we have the following main theorem in Ishibashi 6,
xTheorem A .
THEOREM 1.1. Let B / N : M. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a T N s T M .R R
Ž . Ž .b N is a connected spanning set of V and T N N contains a line ofR
Ž .4, 5 type.
Also the following three lemmas are fundamental.
LEMMA 1.1. Let M / B. Then M is a connected spanning set of V, and
Ž .T M acts transiti¤ely on M.R
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wProof. The proof is completely the same as that of Ishibashi 5, Lemma
x w x < <3.1 , since the proof in 5 does not require the condition RrA ) 2.
 4 ² :For a unit pair N s u, ¤ , if we write M s M l N , M is the set ofN N
² : ² : ² :Hmaximal vectors in N , since V s N H N .
 4 Ž .LEMMA 1.2. Let N s u, ¤ be a unit pair. Then T N acts transiti¤elyR
on M .N
² : Ž . Ž .Proof. Since N : M : N , it is clear that T N : T M :N R R N
Ž² :. w xSp N . However in the proof of Ishibashi 5, Lemma 2.1 we did not use
< <the condition RrA ) 2, so the proof is still valid for RrA s 2, and we
Ž . Ž² :. Ž . Ž .have T N s Sp N . Consequently, T N s T M . Now the resultR R R N
follows from Lemma 1.1. Q.E.D.
Ž .LEMMA 1.3. For a connected spanning set N of V we ha¤e T N sR
Ž . Ž .T M if and only if M s T N N.R R
w xProof. This has been already proved in Lemma 3.2 in Ishibashi 6 .
We now return to Theorem 1.1. Observing the theorem, we find that
Ž . Ž . Ž .condition b is stated as a property of T N N; that is, T N N containsR R
Ž . Ž .a line of 4, 5 type. However, T N N may be much bigger than N. ThisR
will bring us difficulty when we try to apply the theorem as a criterion for
Ž . Ž .T N s T M .R R
From this point of view our investigation has started, and indeed in
Section 3 we shall obtain a nice criterion, Theorem 3.2, in which the
Ž . Ž .condition for N satisfying T N s T M shall be stated on N only andR R
Ž .not on T N N.R
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the notation, terminology, and some new
concepts for connected sets such as core, regularity, tightness, etc. Also we
provide some useful tools, prove basic lemmas, and establish several
important propositions used in the proof of the main theorems in Sec-
tion 3.
2.1. Equi¤alence of Sets and Replacement Lemma
As we have stated in the previous section, from now on we shall restrict
< < Ž .ourselves to the case where RrA s 2 and m s w V G 2. So n s rank V
G 4.
For a , b g R and x, y g V, we understand that a ’ b is an abbrevia-
tion for a ’ b mod A, and x ’ y for x ’ y mod AV. If a basis X s
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 4 Ž .x , . . . , x of a submodule U of V is clear, we may write a , . . . , a for1 r 1 r
 4 Ž .a x q ??? qa x . For example, if u, ¤ is a unit pair, we may write a , b1 1 r r
for a u q b ¤ .
w x Ž .For a subset N in V we define N as the T N orbit of N, i.e.,R
w x Ž . w x w xN s T N N. For subsets N and N in V if N s N , we say thatR 1 2 1 2
N is equivalent to N and denote it by N ; N . Also for x, y g V, if1 2 1 2
NŽ .y g T N x, then y is said to be N-equivalent to x and denoted by x ; y.R
N N
Clearly ; and ; are equivalent relations. It is clear that x ; y if and
Ž .  4only if T N acts transitively on x, y .R
By definition,
N N1 2Ž .2.1 if N : N and x ; y then x ; y.1 2
w x w x w x ² : w x ² :Also if N s N , we have N : N : N and N : N : N .1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
² : ² :Hence N s N . Thus1 2
Ž . ² : ² :2.2 if N ; N then N s N .1 2 1 2
Ž .For a g R, x g V, and s g Sp V it is easy to see that
Ž . y12.3 s T s s T .a , x a , s x
PROPOSITION 2.1. For x, y g V and N, N9, C, D : V we ha¤e the fol-
lowing:
Ž . Ž . Žw x.a T N s T N .R R
Ž . w x ww xxb N s N .
w xNNŽ .c x ; y if and only if x ; y.
NŽ .  4  4d If x ; y then x j N ; y j N.
N N9Ž .e If N ; N9 then x ; y if and only if x ; y.
Ž .f If C ; D then C j E ; D j E for any E : V.
w x Ž . Žw x. Ž .Proof. Since N : N , we have T N : T N . Conversely, by 2.3R R
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .we have T s N s s T N s : T N for any s g T N and soR R R R
Žw x. Ž . Ž . Ž . ww xx Žw x.w xT N : T N . Thus a holds. Applying a to N s T N N ,R R R
ww xx Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .we see N s T N T N N s T N N s N , which is b . c is clearR R R
Ž .by a .
NŽ . Ž . w  4xTo see d , let x ; y. Then y g T N x. Hence y g N j x and soR
 4 w  4x w  4x ww  4xx w  4xN j y : N j x . Thus N j y : N j x s N j x , the con-
w x w x Ž .verse is clear by symmetry. Next, let N ; N9. Then N s N9 , and c
Ž . Ž . w ximplies e . Finally we show f . Since C ; D, we have C : D . Hence
w x w x w x ww xx w x Ž .C j E : D j E : D j E . So C j E : D j E : D j E by b .
Similarly the converse holds. Q.E.D.
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Suppose that a subset N of V has been given. Then the following
proposition will be used to get a subset N9 of V such that N9 is equivalent
to N and has simpler structure than N.
PROPOSITION 2.2. For x, x9, y g V and N : V,
NŽ . w xa If xy k 0 and y g N then x ; x q a y for any a g R,
 4NR x
Ž . ŽŽ  4.  4.b if x g N and x ; x9 then N ; N R x j x9 ,
Ž . w  4x ŽŽ  4.c if xy k 0 for x g N and y g N R x then N ; N R x j
 4.x q a y for any a g R.
Ž .Proof. First we prove a . Let xy k 0. For any a g R if we take
y
y1Ž .b s xy , we have T x s x q a y, so x ; x q a y. Therefore, if y gba , y
w xN Nw x Ž .N , we get x ; x q a y, and c of Proposition 2.1 yields x ; x q a y. So
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .a holds. Replacing N in d of Proposition 2.1 by N R x , we have b .
 4NR x
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .To get c , replace N in a by Nr x . Then we have x ; x q a y. So b
Ž .implies c . Q.E.D.
We may quote Proposition 2.2 as the replacement lemma. Indeed,
Ž . Ž .using b or c , we can replace x g N by x9 or x q a y g V to get N9 s
Ž  4.  4 Ž  4.  4 w x w xN R x j x9 or N R x j x q a y such that N s N9 where N9
has a nicer property than N. This method will be used frequently through-
out the paper.
2.2. Orthogonal Unit-Basis and Regular Vector
Let N be a connected spanning set of V. As we saw in Remark 4.1 in
w x Ž . Ž .7 , if N is a line, it may fail to hold that T N s T M . Thus TheoremR R
w x < < Ž .3.3 in 5 is not valid for the present case RrA s 2 and w V G 2.
Therefore it is necessary to distinguish these types of connected spanning
sets equivalent to a line from others. But what is the essential difference
between them? How can we do it?
After various attempts, finally the author reached the concept of ``regu-
larity'' for connected sets. Of course the definition of regularity should be
w x Ž .stated as a property of N itself and not N s T N N as we emphasizedR
in Section 1.
The first step of this section is to define a sequence X : M called an
orthogonal unit basis. Then we will define regularity for one vector s g M
with respect to X. This definition of regularity for one vector shall be
extended to a regular core in Section 2.3, and to regular connected sets in
Section 2.4.
 4Recall that x, y in V is called a unit pair if xy k 0. A sequence
 4X s x , x , . . . , x , x in V with r G 1 is called an orthogonal unit1 2 2 ry1 2 r
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basis or simply an ou-basis in V if
Ž .  4  4  4i X s x , x , X s x , x , . . . , X s x , x are all unit1 1 2 2 3 4 r 2 ry1 2 r
pairs,
Ž .  4ii X X s 0 for any 1 F h / k F r.h k
In particular, a unit pair and a hyperbolic basis are ou-bases. Clearly X
² : ² : ² : ² :is a basis for a subspace X of V. Indeed X s X H ??? H X is1 r
² : ² :a hyperbolic space with hyperbolic planes X , . . . , X . Thus, if X is an1 r
² : ² :H Ž .ou-basis in V, we have V s X H X . Also since m s w V , we have
r F m. From now on, when we refer to X as an ou-basis, X stands for thej
 4set x , x as above.2 jy1 2 j
Note that an ou-basis X in V does not mean a basis for V but a basis
² : ² :for X . Let m G 3 and let X be an ou-basis in V. Since V s X H
² :HX , any s g V can be expressed as
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g X , w g X ,
² :s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q w , z g X ,1 j r j j
for j s 1, 2, . . . , r, which we call the expression of s on X. Suppose that
 4 Ž .sX k 0 , or, equivalently, at least one z k 0, 0 . Then we can find thej
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .first z k 0, 0 and the last z k 0, 0 , i.e., z ’ 0, 0 , . . . , z ’ 0, 0 ,h k 1 hy1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z k 0, 0 , z k 0, 0 , and z ’ 0, 0 , . . . , z ’ 0, 0 . Define m s orh k kq1 r X
Ž . Ž . Ž .simply m s s h, and n s or n s s k.X
Specifying h and k, we may express s on X as
s s z q w
s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz q w.1 h k r
² :HFor such an expression we say that s is regular mod X , roughly
mod X, or on X, if s satisfies at least one of the following four conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 - h s k - r with z s z ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 , i.e.,h k
z ’ 0, . . . , 0, a , b , 0, . . . , 0 , a , b ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .ii 1 - h - k with z ’ 1, 1 , i.e.,h
z ’ 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . . , g , d , . . . , g , d k 0, 0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .iii h - k - r with z ’ 1, 1 , i.e.,k
z ’ . . . , a , b , . . . , 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , a , b k 0, 0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . ’ Ž .iv h - j - k with z k 1, 1 , i.e.,j
z ’ . . . , a , b , . . . , « , l, . . . , g , d , . . . , a , b k 0, 0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
« , l k 1, 1 , g , d k 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Let s be regular on X. We say that s is single regular, left regular, right
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .regular, or middle regular, if s satisfies i , ii , iii , or iv , respectively. By
definition, if s ’ t, s is single, left, right, or middle regular on X if and
only if so is t.
2.3. Core and Regular Core with Associated Basis
 4Let C s s , s , . . . , s , s be a sequence in V with subsequences1 2 2 ry1 2 r
 4  4  4C s s , s , C s s , s , s , s , . . . , C s s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , and1 1 2 2 1 2 3 4 j 1 2 2 jy1 2 j
C s C satisfyingr
Ž . ² :i C is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 j for all 1 F j F r,j
Ž .  4ii C s k 0 for all 1 F j F r y 1.j 2 jq1
Then C is called a core of length 2 r. By definition, C , C , . . . , C are all1 2 r
cores which we call subcores of C. For example, a unit pair is a core of
length 2, and a line of even length 2 r is a core of length 2 r.
Now we define an associated ou-basis X of a core C as follows:
 4Set s s x , s s x , and X s x , x . Then X s C is a unit pair.1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
² : ² : ² : ² :HHence X s C is a hyperbolic plane and V s X H X . Write1 1 1 1
² : ² :Hs s z q x , z g X , x g X ,3 31 3 31 1 3 1
² : ² :Hs s z q y , z g X , y g X .4 41 4 41 1 4 1
 4  4Then C s k 0 by the definition of a core, whereas C s may be 01 3 1 4
modulo A. Define x by4
 4x if C s k 0 ,4 1 4y s4 ½  4yx q x if C s ’ 0 .3 4 1 4
 4 Ž .Note that three congruences C s ’ 0 , C z ’ 0, and z ’ 0, 0 are1 4 1 41 41
equivalent.
² :  4Since C is a hyperbolic space of rank 4, we find that x , y and so2 3 4
 4 ² : ² : ² :X s x , x is also a unit pair. Therefore X H X s C and2 3 4 1 2 2
² : ² : ² :HV s X H X H C . Write1 2 2
² : ² : ² :Hs s z q z q x , z g X , z g X , x g C ,5 51 52 5 51 1 52 2 5 2
² : ² : ² :Hs s z q z q y , z g X , z g X , y g C ,6 61 62 6 61 1 62 2 6 2
and set
 4x if C s k 0 ,6 2 6y s6 ½  4yx q x if C s ’ 0 .5 6 2 6
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 4 Ž . Ž .This time C s ’ 0 , C z q z ’ 0, and z q z ’ 0, 0, 0, 0 are2 6 2 61 62 61 62
equivalent.
 4Repeating this, we get an ou-basis X s x , x , . . . , x , x such that1 2 2 ry1 2 r
² : ² : ² :  <C s X H ??? H X and an expression of elements of C s s 1 F1 r i
4i F 2 r ,
s s x ,1 1
s s x ,2 2
s s z q x ,3 31 3
s s z q y ,4 41 4
...
s s z q z q ??? qz q x ,2 jy1 Ž2 jy1.1 Ž2 jy1.2 Ž2 jy1.Ž jy1. 2 jy1
s s z q z q ??? qz q y ,2 j Ž2 j.1 Ž2 j.2 Ž2 j.Ž jy1. 2 j
...
for 2 F j F r, where y s x if C s k 0 and y s yx q x if2 j 2 j jy1 2 j 2 j 2 jy1 2 j
C s ’ 0.jy1 2 j
We call this expression of elements of C the expression of C on the
² : ² :associated basis X. As we have shown above, we have C s X . Also X
and the above expression of C on X are unique for C. If a core C
contains at least one regular element s on X, we call C a regular core.i
When we refer to a core C, we understand that C , C , . . . , C stand for1 2 r
subcores as above.
2.4. Maximal Core and Regular Connected Set
A core C in a connected set N is said to be a maximal core in N if C is
a maximal set in the class of cores in N. The following lemma shows that
Ž² :. Ž² :.N contains a maximal core of length 2 times w N , where w N is the
² :Witt index of N as we have defined in the Introduction, and that the
length of any maximal core in N is unique for N. In particular, a maximal
² :core C spans a maximal hyperbolic space of N .
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be any core contained in a connected set N and let
Ž² :.h s w N .
Ž . ² :  4a If there exist s g N and y g N such that Cs k 0 , sy k 0, and
 4  4Cy ’ 0 , then C can be extended to a core C, s, t in N for some t g N. In
particular, if y is in N, we may take t s y.
Ž .b C can be extended to a maximal core in N of length 2h.
Ž .c N contains a maximal core, and any maximal core in N has length
2h.
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 4  <Proof. Write C s s , s , . . . , s . Since C : N, we may set N s s i1 2 2 r i
4  4 Ž .  4g I with 1, 2, . . . , 2 r : I. We prove a . Since Cs k 0 , it suffices to
² :show that C, s, s is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 r q 2 for some i g I.i
² : ² : ² :HSplit N s C H C and express
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g C , w g C ,
² : ² :Hy s y q y , y g C , y g C ,1 2 1 2
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g C , w g Ci i i i i
Ž . ² :for each i g I. Since 0 ’ Cy ’ C y q y ’ Cy and z g C , we have1 2 1
Ž .Ž .zy ’ 0. Hence sy k 0 implies sy ’ z q w y q y ’ wy k 0.1 1 2 2
 < 4 ² : ² :On the other hand, since N s z q w i g I spans N s C Hi i
² :H  < 4 ² :HC , W s w i g I spans C . Hence wy k 0 deduces ww k 0 fori 2 i
² : ² : ² :some i g I. Thus C, s, s s C H w, w is a hyperbolic space of ranki i
Ž .2 r q 2, and a holds.
Ž . Ž² :.Next we prove b . Suppose r - h s w N . Setting
² :  4N s s g N z C k 0 41 i i
and
H  4N s s g N w C k 0 ,² : 42 i i
we have N s N j N . Since C : N , N / B. If N s B, we would have1 2 1 1 2
² :H ² :Hw C ’ 0 for all i g I. Regarding that W spans C , this shows thati
² :HC would contain no unit pair. Consequently r s h, a contradiction. So
 4N / B. Further if N l N s B, we would have N N ’ 0 , which2 1 2 1 2
contradicts the connectedness of N. Hence N l N / B. Choose s g N1 2 1
² : ² :Hl N and write s s z q w, z g C , and w g C . Since s g N , we2 1
 4 ² :H  4have Cs k 0 . Since s g N , we have s C k 0 and so sw k 0 for2 i
Ž .some i g I. Hence, setting y s w , by a we can extend C to a corei
 4 Ž .C, s, t of length 2 r q 2 in N. Repeating this, we get b . Since N contains
 4 Ž . Ž .a unit pair C s u, ¤ , i.e., a core of length 2, c is clear by b . Q.E.D.
A connected set N : V is said to be regular if N contains at least one
regular element on the associated ou-basis X of a maximal core C in N.
By Proposition 2.5 we shall see that this definition of regularity for N is
independent of the choice of C and X. Also in the proposition we shall
give four other equivalent conditions for N to be regular.
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2.5. Concentration of Vectors Connected to a Core
 4For an ou-basis X s x , . . . , x let1 2 r
² :u s ??? qu q ??? qu q ??? , u g X ,h l j j
² :¤ s ??? q¤ q ??? q¤ q ??? , ¤ g Xl k j j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F r with h s m u , l s n u s m ¤ , and k s n ¤ .
If u¤ k 0, equivalently u ¤ k 0, we say that u and ¤ are connected at l,l l
Ž .or ¤ is left connected to u at l with h F l F k on X. Also we may say
Ž .that u q ¤ is a left extension of ¤ by u.
LEMMA 2.2. For u, ¤ , and X abo¤e let u and ¤ be connected at l. Then we
ha¤e the following, where the regularity is understood to be on X :
Ž .a Let ¤ be regular.
Ž .a.1 If u is neither single nor right regular then u q ¤ is regular.
Ž .a.2 If u is an element in a core C with the associated basis X then
u q ¤ is regular.
Ž .b Let u be not regular.
Ž .b.1 If ¤ is neither left nor middle regular, so is u q ¤.
Ž .b.2 If ¤ is not regular, so is u q ¤ .
Ž .b.3 If ¤ is either right or single regular, so is u q ¤ .
Proof. We have
u q ¤ ’ ??? qu q ??? q u q ¤ q ??? q¤ q ??? ,Ž .h l l k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where h F l F k, h s m u , l s n u s m ¤ , k s n ¤ , and u¤ ’ u ¤ k 0.l l
Ž .We prove a.1 . Observing the right-hand side of the above equation
u q ¤ ’ ??? , it is easy to see that if ¤ is middle or right regular, then so is
u q ¤ . Therefore ¤ is assumed to be either left or single regular.
First let ¤ be left regular. Then we have 1 - l - k and can express u, ¤
on X as
u ’ ??? , a , b , . . . , « , l, 0, . . . , 0 , u ’ a , b k 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .h
u ’ « , l k 0, 0Ž . Ž .l
and
¤ ’ 0, . . . , 0, « 9, l9, . . . , g , d , . . . , ¤ ’ « 9, l9 ’ 1, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .l
¤ ’ g , d k 0, 0 .Ž . Ž .k
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Ž .Ž . Ž .Since u¤ k 0, we have u ¤ ’ « , l « 9, l9 ’ « q l k 0 and so « , l ’l l
Ž . Ž .1, 0 or 0, 1 . However, since u is not single regular by the assumption, it
must be h - l. Hence
u q ¤ ’ ??? , a , b , . . . , « q 1, l q 1, . . . , g , d , . . .Ž .
with « q 1, l q 1 k 1, 1 ,Ž . Ž .
which is middle regular.
Next let ¤ be single regular. Hence 1 - l s k - r and we may write
¤ ’ 0, . . . , 0, g , d , 0, . . . , 0 with ¤ ’ g , d ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
If h s l, our assumption that u is not single regular yields that u ’ u ’h l
Ž . Ž .1, 1 and u ’ 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , whence
u q ¤ ’ 0, . . . , 0, g q 1, d q 1, 0, . . . , 0Ž .
with g q 1, d q 1 ’ 0, 1 or 1, 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
which is single regular.
On the other hand, if h - l, our assumption that u is not right regular
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .implies that u ’ « , l ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 . Since u ¤ / 0, i.e., « , l g , dl l l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 0, this gives us either « , l ’ 1, 0 and g , d ’ 0, 1 or « , l ’ 0, 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and g , d ’ 1, 0 . Then in each case u q ¤ ’ 1, 1 andl l
u q ¤ ’ . . . , a , b , . . . , 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0Ž .
Ž . Ž .is right regular. Thus we have shown a.1 . As for a.2 it is now clear, since
any element u in a core C is neither single nor right regular on X.
Ž .We prove b.1 . First let 1 s h s l. Then we have
u q ¤ ’ u q ¤ q ¤ q ??? q¤ q ??? .Ž .1 1 2 k
Ž .Since 0 k u¤ ’ u ¤ , we get u q ¤ k 0, 0 . Hence u q ¤ is not left1 1 1 1
regular. It is clear that u q ¤ is not middle regular, since so is ¤ .
Ž .Next let 1 - h s l. Then u ’ u ’ 1, 1 , since u is not regular. Froml
Ž . Ž . Ž .this and by u¤ ’ u ¤ k 0, 0 , it must be ¤ ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 . Hencel l l
Ž . Ž .u q ¤ ’ 0, 1 or 1, 0 andl l
u q ¤ ’ ??? q u q ¤ q ¤ q ???Ž .l l lq1
is not left regular. Also u q ¤ is not middle regular, since ¤ is not middle
regular.
Thus we may assume that 1 F h - l. Since u is not regular, it is not left
regular. Hence 1 F h - l implies that u q ¤ is also not left regular. So it
suffices to show u q ¤ is not middle regular.
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Since u is not regular, it is not middle regular. Therefore, if l s k,
u q ¤ ’ ??? qu q ??? q u q ¤Ž .h l l
is clearly not middle regular. So let l - k. Since u is not right regular,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 . Also, since ¤ is not left regular, ¤ ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 .l l
Ž . Ž .These two together with 0 k u¤ ’ u ¤ yield that u ’ 1, 0 and ¤ ’ 0, 1l l l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .or u ’ 0, 1 and ¤ ’ 1, 0 . So in each case u q ¤ ’ 1, 1 . Further,l l l l
Ž .since neither u nor ¤ is middle regular, it holds that u ’ 1, 1 , . . . ,hq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .u ’ 1, 1 , ¤ ’ 1, 1 , . . . , ¤ ’ 1, 1 , and thusly1 lq1 ky1
u q ¤ ’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1, g , dŽ .
Ž .cannot be middle regular, and b.1 holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .To show b.2 , we apply the symmetric argument to b and b.1 and get
the following:
Ž .b.19 Let ¤ be not regular. If u is neither right nor middle
regular, so is u q ¤ .
Ž . Ž .Now, since by the assumption of b and b.2 neither u nor ¤ is regular,
Ž . Ž .b.1 and b.19 imply that u q ¤ is not left, not right, and not middle
regular.
Suppose that u q ¤ would be single regular. Then 1 - h s l s k - r.
Ž . Ž .Hence u ’ u ’ 1, 1 and ¤ ’ ¤ ’ 1, 1 , since neither u nor ¤ is regular.l l
But then u¤ ’ u ¤ ’ 0, contradicting u¤ k 0. Thus u q ¤ is not singlel l
regular.
Ž .Finally, we prove b.3 . If ¤ is right regular, we have l - k - r and
Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ ’ g , d ’ 1, 1 . So u q ¤ s ??? q u q ¤ q ??? q¤ q ??? is alsok l l k
Ž .right regular. Let ¤ be single regular, i.e., 1 - l s k - r and ¤ ’ ¤ ’ 1, 0l
Ž . Ž .or 0, 1 . If h s l then u ’ u ’ 1, 1 , since u is not single regular. Hencel
Ž . Ž .u q ¤ ’ 0, 1 or 1, 0 is single regular. On the other hand, if h - l, we
Ž . Ž .have u ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 , since u is not right regular. Then u ¤ k 0 givesl l l
Ž . Ž .us u q ¤ ’ 1, 1 and u q ¤ ’ u q ??? q u q ¤ is right regular. Q.E.D.l l h l l
 4Recall that if X s x , x , . . . , x is an ou-basis, we write X for1 2 2 r j
 4  4x , x for 1 F j F r. Also if C s s , s , . . . , s , s is a core, C2 jy1 2 j 1 2 2 ry1 2 r j
 4denotes the subcore s , s , . . . , s , s for 1 F j F r.1 2 2 jy1 2 j
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let C be a core in V with the associated basis X. For
Ž .  4s g V with m s s h, let Cs k 0 . Then there exists s9 g V such thatX
ChŽ . Ž  4. Ž  4.a s ; s9 and C j s ; C j s9 ,h h
Ž . Ž .b m s9 s 1,X
Ž .c s9 is regular on X if s is regular on X, and s9 is not regular on X if
neither C nor s is regular on X.h
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 4  4Proof. We write C s s , s , . . . , s and X s x , x , . . . , x . If h s 1,1 2 2 r 1 2 2 r
setting s9 s s, the proposition holds. So let h ) 1. We use m for m andX
regular means regular on X.
To prove the proposition by induction on h, we verify that there exists
w xt g C such that1 h
ChŽ . Ž  4. Ž  4.a9 s ; s q t and C j s ; C j s q t ,1 h h 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .b9 m s q t - m s ,1
Ž .c9 s q t is regular if s is regular, and s q t is not regular if1 1
neither C nor s is regular.h
w x Ž .Note that if st k 0 for some t g C , we have a9 above by Proposi-1 1 h
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion 2.2 a and 2.1 c and d . Further, if m t - h, b9 is obvious. From1
w xthese it suffices to show that there exists t g C such that st k 0,1 h 1
Ž . Ž .m t - h, and c9 holds.1
Write
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g X , w g X ,
² :s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz q w , z g X , 1 F j F r ,1 h k r j j
Ž . Ž .with h s m s and k s n s . Since 1 - h, s is expressed on X as
s ’ 0, . . . , 0, a , b , . . . , . . . , g , d , . . . q w ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with z ’ a , b k 0, 0 and z ’ g , d k 0, 0 . Similarly we expressh k
s and s on X as2 hy1 2 h
s ’ . . . , z , . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0 with z k 0Ž .2 hy1
and
s ’ . . . , j , . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 with j k 0 if m s - h ,Ž . Ž .2 h 2 h
0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 if m s s h ,Ž . Ž .2 h
Ž .where the last 1 in the expression of s is the 2h y 1 th coordinate,2 hy1
and the 1 of s is 2hth coordinate; also the coordinates of z and j may2 h
be distinct.
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Further we define t as1
¡s if a , b ’ 0, 1 or 1, 1 I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 hy1~s if a , b ’ 1, 0 and m s - h II ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t s 2 h 2 h1 ¢s q s if a , b ’ 1, 0 and m s s h III .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 hy1 2 h 2 h
Then we have
s ’ 0, . . . , 0, a , b , . . . , g , d ,2. q w ,Ž .
t ’ . . . , z , . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0 with z k 0 in case I ,Ž . Ž .1
t ’ . . . , j , . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 with j k 0 in case II ,Ž . Ž .1
t ’ . . . , z , . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 with z k 0 in case III .Ž . Ž .1
w xNow we examine if t above has the desired property. First t g C .1 1 h
Ž . Ž . Ž .Indeed, in cases I and II it is clear, since s , s g C . In case III ,2 hy1 2 h h
Ž . Ž .since m s s h, we have s ’ 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 and so s s ’2 h 2 h 2 hy1 2 h
ChŽ . Ž . Ž .1, 0 1, 1 k 0. Hence, by Proposition 2.2 a , s ; t s s q s and2 h 1 2 hy1 2 h
Ž . w xt g T C s : C .1 R h 2 h h
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Second we show st k 0. In case I , since a , b ’ 0, 1 or 1, 1 , we1
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have st ’ a , b 1, 0 k 0. In cases II and III , since a , b ’ 1, 0 we1
Ž .Ž .have st ’ a , b 0, 1 k 0.1
Ž .Third m t - h is clear, since z k 0 and j k 0.1
Ž .Finally, we show c9 . Following our terminology, s is left connected to t1
at h, since st k 0. Since t is neither single nor right regular, by Lemma1 1
Ž .2.2 a.1 , s q t is regular if s is regular. Suppose that neither C nor s is1 h
Ž . Ž .regular. Therefore neither s nor s is regular in cases I and II . In2 hy1 2 h
Ž . Ž .case III , by Lemma 2.2 b.2 s q s is also not regular. Thus t is2 hy1 2 h 1
Ž .always not regular. So, if s is not regular, again by Lemma 2.2 b.2 s q t1
Ž .is not regular. Thus c9 holds.
w xNow repeating this method, we get t , t , . . . , t g C and s9 s s q2 3 g 2 h
t q t q ??? qt such that1 2 g
C C C Ch h h h
s ; s q t ; s q t q t ; ??? ; s9,1 1 2
 4  4  4C j s ; C j s q t ; C j s q t q t ; C j s9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h h 1 h 1 2 h
m s ) m s q t ) m s q t q t ) ??? ) m s9 s 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2
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and
s q t , s q t q t , . . . , s91 1 2
are all regular if s is regular, and not regular if both C and s are noth
regular. Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly s9 which satisfies conditions a , b , and c in Proposition 2.3 is
not unique. However, if we construct s9 in the way we have established in
the proposition, it is unique for s and C. We call such s9 the concentration
of s on C and denote it by
s9 s con s.C
Ž .By the definition of concentration, if m s s h then con s s con s. TheC Ch
following two lemmas are required for the proof of Lemma 3.2.
 4LEMMA 2.3. Let C s s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , s , s and D s1 2 2 ky1 2 k 2 ry1 2 r
 4s , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t , t be two cores. Let X be the associated1 2 2 ky1 2 k 2 ry1 2 r
² :basis of C and let s g X be expressed as
² :s ’ z q ??? qz q ??? qz , z g X , 1 F j F r .1 j r j j
Ž . Ž .Then if z s 1, 1 or 0, 1 , we ha¤e con s s con s.k C D
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since z k 0, 0 , we have h s m s F k. First let h - k. Thenk
 4C s s , . . . , s s D . Hence con s s con s s con s s con s andh 1 2 h h C C D Dh h
Ž . Ž .con s s con s. Next let h s k. Since z s z ’ 1, 1 or 0, 1 , by theC D h k
definition of concentration con s s s q s q s q s q ??? for someC 2 hy1 i i1 2
2h y 1 ) i ) i ) ??? . This is exactly the same as con s, since the first1 2 D
2h y 1 elements of C and D coincide with each other. Q.E.D.
 4LEMMA 2.4. Let C s s , s , . . . , s be a core with the associated basis1 2 2 r
 4 ² :X s x , x , . . . , x and let s g X be expressed on X as1 2 2 r
² :s s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz , z g X ,1 h k r j j
Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F r with 1 - h s m s and k s n s .
Ž .a If C is not regular on X, and if s is neither left nor middle but either
right or single regular on X, then on X
con s ’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .C
Ž . Ž .where a , b k 0, 0 and the last 1 is the 2kth coordinate.
Ž . Žb If C is not regular on X, then con s ’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1,C i i i
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g , d , 0, . . . , 0 where a , b k 0, 0 ; g , d ’ 1, 0 if i is odd, 0, 1 if i isi i i i i i
e¤en; and d is the ith coordinate.i
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Proof. By the definition of concentration,
con s s ??? qt q t q s,C 2 1
 4where . . . , t , t is a subsequence of C , and s is connected to t at2 1 h 1
h s h, t q s is connected to t at h , . . . with 1 F ??? F h F1 1 2 2 2
h s h. Since C is not regular, any s g C is not regular. Hence t g C is1 i 1
not regular. Then, by the assumption that s is neither left nor middle but
Ž . Ž .either right or single regular, conditions b.1 and b.3 of Lemma 2.2 imply
that so is t q s. Since t g C is also not regular, again by the lemma, so is1 2
Ž .t q t q s. Thus, repeating this method, we reach con s. Since m con s2 1 C C
s 1, it is not single regular. Hence it is neither left nor middle but right
regular, i.e.,
con s s a , b , 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .C
Ž . Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 . Since n s s k, that the last 1 is the 2k th coordinate
Ž . Ž .is clear. Thus a holds. As for b , changing s above by s g C andi
Ž . Ž .applying Lemma 2.2 b.2 repeatedly, we get b . Q.E.D.
 4Now we define the concentration of a set. Let C s s , s , . . . , s be a1 2 2 r
 < 4core with the associated basis X. Let N s s i g I be a set withi
 4Cs k 0 for all i g I. Then the concentration con N of N by C isi C
defined as the set
<con N s con s i g I . 4C C i
In particular, for N s C
con C s con s i s 1, . . . , 2 r . 4C C i
Let us now investigate the expression of con N on X. We writeC
X  X < 4N9 s con N and s s con s , i.e, N9 s s i g I . Then, by the definitionC i C i i
of the concentration of one vector, we have on X
sX s s s 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .1 1
sX s s s 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .2 2
X X ² : ² :H XHence s s k 0. Since V s C H C , each s g N9 can be expressed1 2 i
as
X ² : ² :Hs s u q w , u g C , w g C ,i i i i i
Ž X. Ž .and since m s s 1 by Proposition 2.3 b , we have on Xi
u s a , b , . . . with a , b k 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .i
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Therefore it is easily seen that either sX sX k 0 or sX sX k 0 for any i g I. In1 i 2 i
 4particular, s , s j N9 is connected.1 2
Ch X Ž . Ž .Also we have s ; s for h s m s and all i g I by a of the samei i i
C Xproposition. From this and by C : C we get s ; s for all i g I.h i i
 X X X 4Further, we can show that C9, i.e., con C s s , s , . . . , s , is a core asC 1 2 2 r
X X X ² :follows: Since s s s and s s s and since s g s , . . . , s q s , we1 1 2 2 i 1 iy1 i
² X X: ² :have s , . . . , s s s , . . . , s for any 1 F i F 2 r. In particular,1 i 1 i
² X X : ² :s , . . . , s s s , . . . , s is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 j for any1 2 j 1 2 j
Ž X.1 F j F r. Further, since m s s 1 for any 1 F i F 2 r, we havei
 X X 4 X  4 ² X X X : X  4s , s s k 0 . Consequently, s , s , . . . , s s k 0 for any 11 2 2 jy1 1 2 2 jy2 2 jy1
- j F r. Thus C9 is a core of the same length as C.
Additional properties of C9 and N9 are stated in Proposition 2.4:
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let N be a connected set and let C be a maximal core
in N with the associated basis X. Then N9 s con N is a connected setC
containing a maximal core C9 s con C with the associated basis X 9, and weC
ha¤e
Ž .a C ; C9 and N ; N9,
Ž .b X s X 9,
Ž .c C9 is regular if and only if C is regular, and N9 is regular if and only
if N is regular,
Ž . Ž .d m s9 s 1 for all s9 g N9.X
² : ² : ² :HProof. We write m for m . Split N s C H C . By LemmaX
Ž . ² : Ž² :. Ž² :.2.1 c , C is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 r for r s w N s w C .
Ž² :H.This gives us w C s 0.
On the other hand, since N is connected, for any s g N we have
 4 Ž² :H.  4sN k 0 . So w C s 0 implies that Cs k 0 for any s g N.
Therefore as we have seen, preceding the statement of Proposition 2.4,
C Ž .s ; s9 s con s for any s g N, N9 is connected, m s9 s 1 for all s9 g N9,C
Ž .and C9 is a core. In particular, d holds.
C
Now, choose any s9 g N9 for s g N. Then, since s ; s9, we have s9 g
Ž . Ž . w x w x w x ww xxT C s. Hence s9 g T N N s N . Thus N9 : N , so N9 : N sR R
Cw x Ž .N by Proposition 2.1 b . Conversely, since s9 ; s, in the same way
w x w x w x w xN : N9 and so N s N9 , i.e., N ; N9. Similarly C ; C9. Hence
Ž . ² : ² : ² : ² :Eq. 2.2 gives us N s N9 and C s C9 . This also shows that C9
is a maximal core in N9.
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Ž .We prove b . Since C : N, we may write
< 4  4C s s , s , . . . , s : s i g I s N with 1, 2, . . . , 2 r : I. 41 2 2 r i
 4  X < 4Write X s x , x , . . . , x , N 9 s s s con s i g I , C 9 s1 2 2 r i C i
 X X X 4  X X X 4 Ž . Ž .s , s , . . . , s , and X 9 s x , x , . . . , x . First, since m s s m s s 1,1 2 2 r 1 2 2 r 1 2
by the definition of concentration, we have sX s s s x and sX s s s x .1 1 1 2 2 2
Hence xX s x for i s 1, 2. We suppose that xX s x for i s 1, 2, . . . ,i i i i
X Ž .2 j y 3, 2 j y 2, and show that x s x for i s 2 j y 1 and 2 j. Let m si i 2 jy1
Ž .s p. Since 2 j y 1 is odd, m s - j by the definition of a core and so2 jy1
CpX Ž .p - j. On the other hand, s ; s by Proposition 2.3 a . Hence2 jy1 2 jy1
X ² : ² :s g C q s : C q s .2 jy1 p 2 jy1 jy1 2 jy1
² :From this and by s g C q x , we get2 jy1 jy1 2 jy1
X ² : ² :x g C q x s x , . . . , x q x2 jy1 jy1 2 jy1 1 2 jy2 2 jy1
² X X :s x , . . . , x q x .1 2 jy2 2 jy1
Thus, by the definition of the associated basis in Section 2.3, we get
xX s x .2 jy1 2 jy1
Ž . XLet m s s q. If q - j, in the same way as above we get x s x . So2 j 2 j 2 j
Ž . ² :let m s s q s j. Then we have s g A x , . . . , x y x q x2 j 2 j 1 2 jy2 2 jy1 2 j
again by the definition of the associated basis. Therefore, by the definition
of the concentration of s ,2 j
X ² :s g C q s q s2 j jy1 2 jy1 2 j
² :s C q x y x q xjy1 2 jy1 2 jy1 2 j
² :s C q xjy1 2 j
² :s x , . . . , x q x1 2 jy2 2 j
² X X :s x , . . . , x q x .1 2 jy2 2 j
Ž X . X Ž .From this and by m s s 1 - j, we get x s x . Thus b holds.2 j 2 j 2 j
Finally, applying Proposition 2.3, if s g C is regular on X, sX g C9 isi i
regular on X s X 9, and if C is not regular, C9 is also is not regular. And
Ž .the same holds for N and N9. Thus we have c . Q.E.D.
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Ž .2.6. rad A, V , E , and V4 L
Ž .  < 4We define rad A, V , the radical of V modulo AV, as x g V xV : A .
Ž .Clearly rad A, V is a submodule of V which contains AV and rad V.
w xWhen V is a vector space over a field R, Brown and Humphries 1, 2
 < 4associated a graph G with a subset N s x i g I of V which has thei
vertex set N and an edge between x and x if and only if x x / 0. Forh k h k
w x  4example, in their papers 1, 2 the graph of a line x , x , . . . , x , x is1 2 ry1 r
( ( ((???
x x ??? x x1 2 ry1 r
On the other hand, our line has been defined as a line modulo A in the
sense of Brown and Humphries, i.e., x x k 0 instead of x x / 0, for inh k h k
our situation the underlying ring R is assumed to be a local ring and not a
field.
 4Let V = D s x, u, ¤ , w be a set of which elements are distinct from
Ž .each other modulo rad A, V . Then D is said to be of type E modulo4
Ž .rad A, V if it satisfies
xu ’ x¤ ’ xw ’ 1 and u¤ ’ ¤w ’ wu ’ 0.
i.e., the graph of D is
u
(
( ( (¤ w
x
 4where D s x, u, ¤ , w is the homomorphic image of D by the canonical
map V “ VrAV.
 4LEMMA 2.5. For a line L s s , s , . . . , s in V define1 2 r
k
V s s 1 F h F k F r q rad A , V .Ž .ÝL i½ 5
ish
Then we ha¤e
Ž . w xa V s V ,L L
Ž .  4 Ž .b D n V for any D s x, u, ¤ , w of type E modulo rad A, V ,L 4
Ž . Ž .c V « M if w V G 3.L
w xProof. We write V for V . Since V : V , we show the converse.L
w x 2  < 4Since V s V j T V j T V j ??? for T s T a g R, y g V , it suf-a, y
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fices to show that T V : V. To do it, choose any x, y in V and express
k k9
x s s q w , y s s q w9Ý Ýi i
ish ish9
Ž .for some w, w9 g rad A, V . We observe when and only when xy k 0, i.e.,
xy ’ 1.
Since L is a line, it is easy to see that xy ’ 1 if and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i h s k9 q 1, ii k s k9 and h / h9, iii h s h9 and k / k9, or iv h9 s
k q 1.
Therefore, if axy ’ 1, i.e., if a ’ xy ’ 1, then T x ’ x q y ’ Ýk 0 sa, y ish0 i
q w q w9, and so it is in V. On the other hand, if axy ’ 0, then T x is ina, y
Ž . w xx q rad A, V and hence in V. Thus T V : V, and we have V s V as
Ž . Ž .a claims. To show b , suppose D : V and choose any
k
x s s q w , w g rad A , VŽ .Ý i
ish
Ž . Ž .in V. As we have shown in i ] iv above, the set of all y g V with xy ’ 1
is a disjoint union of the four sets
hy1
V s s 1 F h9 F h y 1 q rad A , V ,Ž .Ý1 i½ 5
ish9
k
V s s 1 F h9 / h q rad A , V ,Ž .Ý2 i½ 5
ish9
k9
V s s k / k9 F r q rad A , V ,Ž .Ý3 i½ 5
ish
k9
V s s k q 1 F k9 F r q rad A , V ,Ž .Ý4 i½ 5
iskq1
where we understand that V s B if h s 1 and V s B if k s r.1 4
Ž .Clearly any two elements distinct modulo rad A, V in the same class of
V , . . . , V are not perpendicular modulo A. So, u, ¤ , w must be in some1 4
different three classes. However, for any y in V , 1 F i F 4, we havei i
Ž .y y ’ y y ’ 1. This shows that there exist no such x, u, ¤ , w as in b1 3 2 4
in V.
Ž .Finally, we prove c . Since V : M is obvious, we show V / M. If
Ž .m G 3, by Lemma 2.1 c , M contains a core of length 6 with the associated
 4 ou-basis x , x , . . . , x , x . Then M = D s x s x , u s x , ¤ s x q x ,1 2 5 6 1 2 2 3
4 Ž . Ž . w xand w s x q x is of type E modulo rad A, V . And b implies V « M.2 5 4
Ž .Thus we have c . Q.E.D.
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Ž² :. w xLEMMA 2.6. Let w N G 3. If N is a regular connected set, N
 4 Ž .contains D s x, u, ¤ , w of type E modulo rad A, V .4
Ž² :.Proof. Write r s w N . By Lemma 2.1 we can choose a maximal
 4  < 4core C of length 2 r in N. Set C s s , s , . . . , s : s i g I s N and1 2 2 r i
 4let X s x , . . . , x be the associated ou-basis of C.1 2 r
X  X < 4  X X 4Let s s con s for i g I, N9 s s i g I , and C9 s s , . . . , s . Theni C i i 1 2 r
by Proposition 2.4 we know that N9 is a regular connected set containing a
maximal core C9 of length 2 r with the associated basis X 9 s X ; also
Ž X.C ; C9, N ; N9, and m s s 1 for all i g I.i
w x  4By N ; N9, it suffices to show N9 contains D s x, u, ¤ , w .
Since N9 is regular, it contains a regular element sX expressed onp
X s X 9 as
X ² : ² :Hs s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q w , z g X , w g X ,p p1 pk pr p p j j p
Ž X . Ž X . Ž X . Xwith j s 1, . . . , r, and m s s 1 and n s s k. Since m s s 1, s isp p p p
neither single nor left regular. Therefore it must be either middle or right
regular.
Ž . X Ž .i First let s be middle regular, i.e, z k 1, 1 for some 1 - j - k.p p j
Express N9 on X as
sX s x ,1 1
Xs s x ,2 2
???
Xs s z q z q ??? q z q x ,2 jy1 Ž2 jy1.1 Ž2 jy1.2 Ž2 jy1. Ž jy1. 2 jy1
Xs s z q z q ??? q z q x ,2 j Ž2 j.1 Ž2 j.2 Ž2 j. Ž jy1. 2 j
???
Xs s z q z q ??? q z q z q ??? qz q ??? ,p p1 p2 pŽ jy1. p j pk
???
² :with z g X for i g I and j s 1, . . . , r.ij j
Ž X. Ž . XSince m s s 1 for all i g I, we have z k 0, 0 for all i g I. Clearly si i1 1
and sX are not regular by the definition of regularity. Therefore, by2
changing sX if necessary, we may assume that neither s nor sX isp 2 jy1 2 j
Ž .regular. Hence z q ??? qz ’ 1, . . . , 1 and zŽ2 jy1.2 Ž2 jy1.Ž jy1. Ž2 j.2
Ž . Xq ??? qz ’ 1, . . . , 1 . Also, by changing z in the expression of sŽ2 j.Ž jy1. p j p
Ž .if necessary, we may assume that z q ??? qz ’ 1, . . . , 1 .p2 pŽ jy1.
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Thus we have on X
X Ž .s ’ 1, 0, ??? , 01
X Ž .s ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
Ž .s ’ a , b , 1, ??? , 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 jy1 3 3
X Ž .s ’ a , b , 1, ??? , 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 j 4 4
X Ž .s ’ a , b , 1, ??? , 1, l, « , ??? , g , d , ??? q w ,p 5 5 p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with z ’ l, « k 1, 1 and z s g , d k 0, 0 .p j pk
X X X X Ž .XSet x s s and u s T s ’ s q s . Also, setting t , t , t s1 1, s 2 1 2 3 4 51
Ž X X X .s , s , s , define2 jy1 2 j p
¡t if a , b ’ 1, 1 ,Ž . Ž .i i i
XX X~T t s t q s if a , b ’ 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .t s 1, s i i 1 i i1i
X¢ XT t s t q s if a , b ’ 1, 0Ž . Ž .1, s i i 2 i i2
 X X X 4 w xfor i s 3, 4, 5. Then in each case x, u, t , t , t : N9 and3 4 5
Ž .x ’ 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .u ’ 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
X Ž .t ’ 1, 1, 1, ??? 1, 1, 0, ??? , 03
X Ž .t ’ 1, 1, 1, ??? 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 04
X Ž .t ’ 1, 1, 1, ??? 1, l, « , ??? , g , d , ??? q w .5 p
 4  X X 4  4Therefore, setting x, u, ¤ , w s x, u, t , t if « ’ 0 and x, u, ¤ , w s3 5
 X X 4  4x, u, t , t if l s 0, we get the desired D s x, u, ¤ , w .4 5
Ž . X Ž . Ž .ii Next let s be right regular, i.e, z s g , d ’ 1, 1 with 1 -p pk
Ž . Xk - r. By i we may assume that all s g N9 are not middle regular on X.i
Ž .In particular, z q ??? qz ’ 1, . . . , 1 and z q ??? qz ’Ž2 r .2 Ž2 r . r p2 pk
Ž .1, . . . , 1 . Thus we have
X Ž .s ’ 1, 0, ??? , 01
X Ž .s ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
X X XŽ .s ’ a , b , 1, ??? , 1, 1, ??? , 1, 0, 12 r 3 3
X X XŽ .s ’ a , b , 1, ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 0, 0, 0 q w .p 4 4 p
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Ž . Ž X X. Ž .In the same way as i , assuming that a , b ’ 1, 1 for l s 3, 4 andl l
 4  X X X X X X 4 w xXsetting D s x, u, ¤ , w s s , T s s s q s , s , s : N9 , we com-1 1, s 2 1 2 2 r p1
plete our proof. Q.E.D.
2.7. Characterization of a Regular Connected Set
Let X be an an ou-basis of length 2 r. A vector s g V is said to be tight
Ž .on X if m s s 1 on X and s is not regular on X ; i.e., if we write
² : ² :Hs s z q w, z g X , w g X , then z is expressed on X as
z ’ z q ??? qz q ??? qz1 k r
’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1, g , d , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .
² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where z g X for 1 F j F r, z ’ a , b k 0, 0 , n s s k, z ’ g , dj j 1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 if 1 - k - r, and z ’ g , d k 0, 0 if k s 1 or r.k
A set N is tight on X if any s in N is tight on X. Let L : V be a line
and N : V a connected set. Then N is said to be a line L modulo
Ž .rad A, V if
N q rad A , V s L q rad A , V ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which we denote by N ’ L mod rad A, V .
 4Let X s x , . . . , x be an ou-basis and1 2 r
² : ² :Hs s z q z q ??? qz q w , z g X , w g X .1 2 r j
Ž . Ž .If m s s 1, i.e., z k 0, 0 , or equivalently z g M, we define1 1
*s s x qz q ??? qz q w,1 2 r
s* s x q z q ??? qz q w,2 2 r
*s* s x q x q z q ??? qz q w.1 2 2 r
and
X X X1 1 1
Then Lemma 1.2 induces that s ; *s, s ; s*, and s ; *s* where X s1
 4  < 4x , x by the definition of X for X. Therefore, if N s s i g I is a1 2 j i
connected set containing a maximal core C with the associated basis X,
 X < 4 Xthen for N9 s con N s s i g I with s s con s , we have N9 ; N0 sC i i C i
 Y < 4 Y X Y X Y X X XU XUs i g I , where s s s s s , s s s s s , and s s s , *s , s , or *si 1 1 1 2 2 2 i i i i i
 4 w x w xfor i g I g R 1, 2 . Because we have N0 : N9 and N9 : N0 for
X Y w x ww xx w x w x ww xxX : N and X : N . Hence N0 : N0 s N9 and N9 : N0 s1 1 1 1
w xN0 and thus N9 ; N0.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let N : V be a connected set containing a maximal
core C with the associated basis X. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a N is not regular on X.
Ž .b N9 s con N is not regular on X.C
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Ž .c N9 s con N is tight on X.C
Ž . Ž .d N is equi¤alent to a line modulo rad A, V .
Ž . w x  4 Ž .e N W x, u, ¤ , w of type E modulo rad A, V .4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Proposition 2.4 c , it is clear that a implies b . And b to
Ž . Ž .c is obvious by the definition of tightness, since m s9 s 1 for all s9 g N9.
Ž . Ž .So we show c to d .
 4  4  < 4We write C s s , . . . , s , X s x , . . . , x , and C : N s s i g I1 2 r 1 2 r i
 4  X < 4 Xwith 1, . . . , 2 r : I. Also write N9 s con N s s i g I for s s con s ,C i i C i
 X X 4 Ž .and C9 s con C s s , . . . , s . Clearly N9 = C9 and by Proposition 2.4 bC 1 2 r
the associated basis of C9 is that of C, i.e., X.
Further, if we regard the fact that we mentioned after the definition of
 Y < 4 Y X Y X*s, s*, and *s*, we have N9 ; N0 s s i g I , where s s s s s , s s si 1 1 1 2 2
Y X  4s s , and s s *s for i g I R 1, 2 .2 i i
Thus we can express sY g N0 for p s 1, . . . , 2 r on X asp
Y Ž .s s s s 1, 0, ??? , 01 1
Y Ž .s s s s 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 2
Y Ž .s s 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 03
Y Ž .s s 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 04
???
Y Ž .s s 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 1, 02 ry1
Y Ž .s s 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 0, 12 r
 4and for q g I R 1, . . . , 2 r
Y ² :Hs ’ 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1, g , d , 0, . . . , 0 q w , w g X ,Ž .q q q
Ž . ² : Ž Y . Ž .where g , d g X with k s n s . Since N9 is tight on X by c , ifk q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k - r then g , d ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 , and if k s 1 or r then g , d k 0, 0 .
This allows us to write sY as eitherq
Y Y  4i s ’ s q w for some p g 1, . . . , 2 rŽ . q p q
or
ii sY s s q w for s s 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1 ,Ž . Ž .q 0 q 0
where the last 1 in the expression of s is the 2 r th coordinate.0
Ž .Therefore the set of representatives of N0 modulo rad A, V is C0 s
 Y Y 4  4s , . . . , s or C0 j s .1 2 r 0
 Z < 4Our purpose is to construct N - s s i g I such that N0 ; N - andi
Ž .  4N - ’ L mod rad A, V for some line L s t , . . . , t .1 2 r
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First we define sZ for p s 1, . . . , 2 r. Set sZ s sY, sZ s sY , and sZ s sY .p 1 1 2 2 3 3
Observing the above expressions of sY for p s 1, . . . , 2 r, we find thatp
sY sY ’ sY sY s ??? ’ sY sY s 1, which enable us to apply Proposition3 4 4 5 2 ry1 2 r
Ž . Z2.2 a and we get, for 4 F p F 2 r, s such thatp
sYpy1Y Z Y Ys ; s s s q s ,p p p py1
i.e.,
Z Y Ž .s s s s 1, 0, ??? , 01 1
Z Y Ž .s s s s 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 2
Z Y Ž .s s s s 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 03 3
Z Ž .s ’ 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 04
Z Ž .s ’ 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 05
Z Ž .s ’ 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 06
???
Z Ž .s ’ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ??? , 1, 0, 1, 02 ry1
Z Ž .s ’ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ??? , 0, 0, 1, 1 .2 r
Thus, for i s 1, . . . , 2 r, setting t s the right-hand side of the abovei
Z Ž . Ž .expression of s , i.e., t s 1, 0, . . . , 0 , t s 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , . . . , t si 1 2 2 r
Ž .  40, . . . , 0, 1, 1 , we get a line L s t , . . . , t and1 2 r
1 sY s sZ s t for p s 1, 2, 3,Ž . p p p
and
sYpy1Y Zs ; s ’ t for p s 4, . . . , 2 r .p p p
 4Also for q g I R 1, . . . , 2 r , we have shown above that there are two
Ž .  4 Y Y Ž Y . Ycases. In case i , if p g 4, . . . , 2 r then s s ’ s q w s k 0, andq py1 p q py1
in the same way as above we get
sYpy1Y Z Y Y2 s ; s s s q sŽ . q q q py1
’ sY q sY q wp py1 q
’ t q w ,p q
Ž . Y Y Ž .whereas in case ii , since s s k 0, setting t s 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0 , we getq 2 r 0
sY2 rY Z Y Y3 s ; s s s q sŽ . q q q 2 r
’ s q sY q w0 2 r q
’ t q w .0 q
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Ž .  4 Z YFurther, in case i , if p g 1, 2, 3 set s s s , soq q
4 sZ s sY q wŽ . q p q
s t q w .p q
 Z < 4 Ž . Ž .Now we set N - s s i g I and show that N0 ; N -. By 1 ] 4 , sincei
N0Y ZN0 2 s ; s g N - for each i g I ,i i
w x  Y Z Y Z Y Z4we have N - : N0 . Conversely, since s s s , s s s , s s s : N -,1 1 2 2 3 3
Ž .setting p s 4 in 1 , we have
sY3Y Z Ys ; s g N - with s g N -,4 4 3
Y w x Ž . Y w xand hence s g N - . Again, applying 1 for p s 5, by s g N - the4 4
Y w xsame argument yields s g N - . Repeating this, we obtain C0 s5
 Y Y 4 w xs , . . . , s : N - .1 2 r
 4 Ž . Ž .Further, for q g I R 1, . . . , 2 r , 2 ] 4 give us
C0Y Zs ; s g N -.q q
w x Y w x w xSince C0 : N - , this implies s g N - . Thus N0 : N - and we getq
w x w x Ž . Ž .N0 s N - , i.e., N ; N -. Finally, by 1 ] 4 we obtain
 4N - ’ L or L, t mod rad A , V .Ž .0
 4 Ž .Since both L and L, t are lines, N - is a line modulo rad A, V . This0
Ž .together with N ; N9 ; N0 ; N - proves d .
Ž . Ž . Ž .For d to e , let N be equivalent to a line L modulo rad A, V , i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž .N q rad A, V s L q rad A, V . Then, since N : L q rad A, V and by
Ž . w x w xLemma 2.5 L q rad A, V : V , we have N : V and so N : V .L L L
w x Ž . w xHowever, since V s V by a of the lemma, we get N : V . On theL L L
Ž .other hand, since by b of the lemma V does not contain D of type EL 4
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .modulo rad A, V , so does N . Thus e holds. Suppose e holds. If
Ž² :. < <w N s X r2 - 3, N is not regular on X by the definition of regular-
Ž . Ž² :. Ž .ity and a holds. If w N G 3, we have a by Lemma 2.6. Q.E.D.
Ž² :.By the proposition, N is regular if and only if w N G 3 and n does
Ž . Ž .not satisfy one of the conditions a ] e of the proposition. In particular,




This section is devoted to the proofs of the main theorems, Theorems
3.1]3.5. By Proposition 3.1 in the first section we shall show that every
regular connected set N contains a regular core C. Then in Section 3.2 we
obtain a nice regular core D equivalent to C by using the replacement
technique of Section 2. The proofs of the main theorems shall be done in
Section 3.3.
3.1. Construction of a Regular Core C in a Regular Connected Set N
The following two lemmas are required for the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Especially Lemma 3.2 plays an essential role in the proof of the proposi-
tion.
 4  X X X 4LEMMA 3.1. Let C s s , s , . . . , s and C9 s s , s , . . . , s be two1 2 2 r 1 2 2 r
X Ž .sequences in V with s y s g rad A, V . Theni i
Ž .a C is a core of length 2 r if and only if so is C9,
Ž .b C is regular if and only if so is C9.
Ž . Ž .Proof. In Proposition 2.5 d if we take N as C of the lemma, b is
Ž .clear. So we prove a . Suppose that C is a core with the associated basis
 4  4X s x , x , . . . , x , i.e., for each C s s , . . . , s , 1 F j F r, it holds1 2 2 r j 1 2 j
that
Ž .  4i C s k 0 ,jy1 2 jy1
Ž . ² :ii C is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 j.j
X  X X 4Then our contention is that for each C s s , . . . , s , 1 F j F r, it holdsj 1 2 j
that
Ž . X X  4i9 C s k 0 ,jy1 2 jy1
Ž . ² X:ii9 C is a hyperbolic space of rank 2 j.j
X Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since s y s g rad A, V , it is clear that i implies i9 . To show ii9 , wei i
use induction on j.
X X ² X : Ž .Since s s ’ s s k 0, C is a hyperbolic plane. Therefore ii9 is true1 2 1 2 1
² X :for j s 1. Let C be a hyperbolic space with a hyperbolic basisjy1
 X X 4x , . . . , x . Then setting1 2 jy2
jy1





X X X X X X X Xx s s q x s ? x y x s ? x ,Ž .Ý2 j 2 j 2 i 2 j 2 iy1 2 iy1 2 j 2 i
is1
 X X 4 X X 4  4we have x , . . . , x x , x s 0 .1 2 jy2 2 jy1 2 j
X X  4  X 4To show x x k 0, we define 2 j = 2 j matrices B s b , B9 s b ,2 jy1 2 j p q p q
 Y 4 X X X Y X Xand B0 s b where b s s s , b s s s , and b s x x for 1 F p,p q p q p q p q p q p q p q
q F 2 j.
X Ž . < < < <Then, since s y s g rad A, V for 1 F i F 2 j, we have B ’ B9 . Sincei i
 4 ² : Ž . < <C s s , . . . , s is a basis for a hyperbolic space C by ii , B ’ 1 andj 1 2 j j
< <  X X 4  X X 4 ² X:so B9 ’ 1. Since both x , . . . , x and s , . . . , s are bases for C , we1 2 j 1 2 j j
< < < < < <  X X 4 X X 4get B9 ’ B0 and B0 ’ 1. Moreover, since x , . . . , x x , x s1 2 jy2 2 jy1 2 j
 40 as we have seen above, B0 has the form
0 0
. .) . .. .
B0 s ,0 0
0 ??? 0 0 a 0
0 ??? 0 ya 0
Ž . Ž .  Y < 4where ) denotes the 2 j y 2 = 2 j y 2 matrix b 1 F p, q F 2 j y 2p q
X X < < < < 2and a s x x . Hence 1 ’ B0 s ) a and, consequently, a s2 jy1 2 j
X X X y1 X  X X 4x x k 0. Thus, replacing x by a x , we see that x , . . . , x is a2 jy1 2 j 2 j 2 j 1 2 j
² X: Xhyperbolic basis for C and C is a core. The converse is the same.j j
Q.E.D.
 4LEMMA 3.2. For r G 3 let C s s , s , . . . , s be a core with the associ-1 2 2 r
 4 ² :  4ated basis X s x , x , . . . , x . For C and s g X with Cs k 0 , assume1 2 2 r
that C is not regular on X, s is neither left nor middle regular, but s is either
 4right or single regular. Then C j s contains a regular core D.
Proof. We express s on X as
² :s ’ ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? , z g Xh j k j j
Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F r, h s m s , and k s n s . Also we express s g C on X asi
² :s ’ ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? , z g Xi ih i j ik i j ji i
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Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F r, h s m s , and k s n s . And we write s on X asi i i i
Ž .s ’ 1, 0, ??? , 01
Ž .s ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
???
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 ky1
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq1
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq2
???
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? , 0, a , b , ??? , g , d , 0, ??? , 0
and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where z ’ a , b k 0, 0 and z ’ g , d k 0, 0 with d the 2k th coor-h k
dinate. Also the last 1 in the expression of each s is the ith coordinate.i
Note that we may assume that the above congruences are all equalities.
Because if we set t , . . . , t and t the right-hand sides of the above1 2 r
Ž . Ž .congruences, i.e., t s 1, 0, . . . , 0 , t s 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , . . . , s s1 2
Ž . Ž .0, . . . , 0, a , b , . . . , g , d , 0, . . . , 0 , then clearly s y t , s y t g rad A, V .i i
 4Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, finding a regular core D in C j s is equivalent
 4to finding a regular core D in t , . . . , t , s .1 2 r
Another remark is on the notation. Since we are going to construct
 4various regular D in C j s of the lemma depending on the coordinates
of z and z modulo A, it will be convenient to mark those cases with thek ik i
names presenting their coordinates; that is, we shall say that s is in case
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S if z ’ g , d , and s is the case T if z ’ g , d .gd k i g d i k i ii i i
Ž .Now let us try to express s and s more precisely in each case of Si gd
Ž .and T for i s 2k, 2k q 1, and 2k q 2.g di i
By assumption, s is right or single regular. If s is right regular, we have
Ž .1 - k - r and z ’ 1, 1 . If s is single regular, 1 - h s k - r and z ’k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 0 or 0, 1 . Therefore there are three cases S , S , and S for s.11 10 01
And by the definition of regularity, in each case s is expressed as
¡ S0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 0, ??? ??? , 0Ž . Ž .10~ 0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? ??? , 0Ž . SŽ .1 s ’Ž . 01¢ ??? , a , b , ??? ??? , 1, 1, 0, ??? ??? , 0 SŽ .Ž . 11
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where the last 1 in each expression is the 2k th coordinate. As for s , by2 k
the definition of a core, there are only two cases
TŽ .??? , 1, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . 012 s ’Ž . 2 k ½ T0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . Ž .11
where the last 1 in each expression is the 2k th coordinate.
Ž .Next we deal with s . First, if z ’ 0, 0 , we would have2 kq1 Ž2 kq1.k
Ž . Ž .s ’ . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 where the last 1 is the 2k q 1 th coor-2 kq1
 4dinate, because C s k 0 by the definition of a core. But then sk 2 kq1 2 kq1
would be middle regular, contradicting that C is not regular. So, zŽ2 kq1.k
Ž . Ž . Ž .k 0, 0 . Second, if z ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 , it must be expressed asŽ2 kq1.k
Ž . Ž . Ž .s ’ 0, . . . , 0, g 9, d 9, 1, 0, . . . , 0 with z ’ g 9, d 9 ’ 1, 0 or2 kq1 Ž2 kq1.k
Ž . Ž .0, 1 . Because if not, i.e., s ’ . . . , 1, . . . , g 9, d 9, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , then again2 kq1
Ž .it would be middle regular. Third, if z ’ 1, 1 , we see that s ’Ž2 kq1.k 2 kq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .. . . , a 9, b9, . . . , 1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 with a 9, b9 k 0, 0 . Because if s ’2 kq1
Ž .0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 then it would be left regular. Summarizing these,
¡ T0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . Ž .10~ 0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . TŽ .3 s ’Ž . 012 kq1 ¢ ??? , a 9, b9, ??? , 1, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0 TŽ .Ž . 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a 9, b9 k 0, 0 and the last 1 in each expression is the 2k q 1 th
coordinate.
Ž . Ž .Finally, we take up s . For the cases z ’ 1, 0 , 0, 1 , and2 kq2 Ž2 kq2.k
Ž . Ž . Ž1, 1 , it is the same as s . If z s 0, 0 , we have s ’ 0, . . . ,2 kq1 Ž2 kq2.k 2 kq2
. Ž .0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 . Because if not, s ’ . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 02 kq2
would be middle regular.
Thus
T¡ Ž .0, ??? ??? ??? ??? , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . 00
0, ??? ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . TŽ .10~4 s ’Ž . 2 kq2 0, ??? ??? ??? ??? , 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0Ž . TŽ .01¢ ??? , a 0 , b0 , ??? , , 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0 TŽ .Ž . 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a 0, b0 k 0, 0 and the last 1 in each expression is the 2k q 2 th
coordinate.
Now let us start to construct D of the lemma. We divide the case into
Ž . Ž . Ž .three parts, I , II , and III following. To show the regularity of D, we
 4 w xwill apply Proposition 2.5, more precisely, find D s x, u, ¤ , w in D such
that xu ’ x¤ ’ xw ’ 1 and u¤ ’ ¤w ’ wu ’ 0.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .I Let s be in case S or S and s in case T or T for11 01 p 11 01
p s 2k q 1 or 2k q 2.
Ž . Ž . Since s is in S or S , replacing s by s in C, D s . . . , s ,11 01 2 k 2 ky1
4  4 Ž . Ž .s, s , . . . is still a core and D : C j s . Since s is in S or S and2 kq1 11 01
Ž . Ž .s in T or T , by Lemma 2.3, con s s con s and con s s con s .p 11 01 C D C p D p
Further, by Lemma 2.4,
con s ’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0Ž .C 0 0
and
con s ’ a , b , 1, . . . , 1, g , d , . . . ,Ž .C p p p p p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where a , b k 0, 0 , a , b k 0, 0 , the last 1 in the expression of0 0 p p
Ž .con s is the 2k th coordinate, and d is the 2k q 2 th coordinate.C p
 4  Ž . Ž . 4Therefore, setting D s x, u, ¤ , w s s , s , con s **, con s ** , we1 2 D D p
w xhave D : D , and
Ž .x ’ 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .u ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .¤ ’ 0, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .w ’ 0, 1, 1, ??? , 1, g , d , ???p p
where the last 1 in the expressions of ¤ and w are the 2k th coordinates.
Ž .Clearly D is of type E modulo rad A, V . Thus, by Proposition 2.5, D is4
regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .II Let s be in case S or S , but s neither in T nor T11 01 p 11 01
for both p s 2k q 1 and 2k q 2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, by 3 and 4 , s is in T and s in T or T .2 kq1 10 2 kq2 00 10
Ž . Ž .a First let s be in S .11
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If s is in T , i.e., s ’ . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 by 2 ,2 k 01 2 k
exchanging s and s in C, we get a new core C9 s . . . , s ,2 ky1 2 k 2 ky2
4s , s , . . . . And its associated basis X 9 is obtained by exchanging2 k 2 ky1
Ž .x and x in X. Consequently, s in case T turns into s in2 ky1 2 k 2 kq1 10 2 kq1
Ž .case T . Thus the present case has been changed into the previous case01
Ž .I , and we are done.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii So let s be in T . Then by 1 ] 4 , we have2 k 11
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? ??? , 02 hy1
Ž .s ’ ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? ??? , 02 h
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? , 0, a , b , ??? ??? , 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq1
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq2
Ž .0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
or
Ž . .where z ’ a , b k 0, 0 .h
Ž .Ž .  4Since s s ’ 1, 1 1, 0 k 0, D s s , s is a core. Since D s2 k 2 kq1 1 2 k 2 kq1 1
 4  4  4 Ž .k 0 and sy k 0 and D y ’ 0 for y s s or s with h s m s - k,1 2 hy1 2 h
Ž .  4by Lemma 2.1 a , D can be extended to a core D s D , s, y . Also since1 2 1
 4D s k 0 and s x k 0 and D x ’ 0, we can extend D2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq1 2 2 kq1 2
 4  4to a core D s D , s , t in C j s .2 2 kq2
 4  4Now set D s x, u, ¤ , w s s , s , s, w for w s s if s ’2 kq1 2 k 2 kq2 2 kq2
Ž .0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ; otherwise w s s q s . Then in each case2 kq2 2 kq1
Ž . w x Ž . w xw ’ 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 g D by Proposition 2.2 a . And D : D is of
Ž .type E mod rad A, V . So D is regular.4
Ž . Ž .b Next let s be in S .01
Ž . Ž .i If s is in T , we have2 k 01
Ž .s ’ ??? , a 0, ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? ??? ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? ??? ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? ??? , 02 kq1
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq2
Ž .0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
or
where a 0 ’ 1.
Ž .Ž .  4Since ss ’ 0, 1 1, 0 k 0, D s s, s is a core. Since D s k2 kq1 1 2 kq1 1 2 k
 4 Ž .0 and a 0 k 0, in the same way as a above by Lemma 2.1 D can be1
 4extended to a core D s D , s , s for some h0 F 2k y 2. Similarly,2 1 2 k h0
 4since D s k 0 and s x k 0 and D x ’ 0, we have a2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq1 2 2 kq1
 4  4core D s D , s , t in C j s .2 2 kq2
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 4  Ž .Ž .4Then, setting D s x, u, ¤ , w s s , s, s , w s the same as in a ii ,2 kq1 2 k
w x Ž .we see D : D is of type E mod rad A, V . And D is regular.4
Ž . Ž .ii If s is in T , we have2 k 11
Ž .s ’ ??? , a 9, ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 ky1
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq1
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq2
Ž .0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
or
where a 9 ’ 1.
Ž .Ž .  4  4Since s s ’ 1, 1 0, 1 k 0, D s s , s is a core. Since D s k 02 k 1 2 k 1 2 ky1
 4and a 9 k 0, in the same way as above D s D , s , s is a core for2 1 2 ky1 h9
 4some h9 F 2k y 2. Also D s D , s , s is a core. Then, setting2 2 kq1 2 kq2
 4  4 w xD s x, u, ¤ , w s s, s , s q s, w s s q s , D : D is of type E2 k 2 ky1 2 kq1 4
Ž .mod rad A, V , and D is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By I and II our lemma holds for any s in cases S and S . So the11 01
Ž .rest is the case that s is in S .10
Ž . Ž .III Let s be in S .10
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .In the same way as in II a i , if s is in T , exchanging s and2 k 01 2 ky1
 4s in C, we get a core C9 s . . . , s , s , s , . . . with the associated2 k 2 ky2 2 k 2 ky1
basis X 9 obtained by exchanging x and x in X. Then s in the2 ky1 2 k
Ž . Ž .present case S turns into s in case S which has already been treated10 01
Ž . Ž . Ž .in I and II . So let s be in T .2 k 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .a First let s be in T or T for p s 2k q 1 or 2k q 2. Thenp 10 01
???
Ž .s ’ ??? , a 9, ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 ky1
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, « , l, r, u , 0, ??? , 0p
???
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where a 9 k 0, « , l ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 according to s is in T or T ,p 10 01
Ž . Ž . Ž .and r, u ’ 1, 0 or 0, 1 according to p s 2k q 1 or 2k q 2. This case
Ž .Ž .Ž .is essentially the same as II b ii .
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 4Indeed D s s, s , s , s , s , s is a core for some h9 F 2k2 k 2 ky1 h9 2 kq1 2 kq2
 4  4 Ž . Ž .y 2. Setting D s x, u, ¤ , w s s , s , s, w s s if « , l ’ 1, 0 and2 k 2 ky1 p
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .w s s q s if « , l s 0, 1 , then D : D is of type E mod rad A, Vp 2 k 4
and D is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let s be neither T nor T for both p s 2k q 1 andp 10 01
2k q 2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, by 3 and 4 , s is in T and s in T or T . So we2 kq1 11 2 kq2 11 00
have
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ ??? , b9, ??? , 1, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq1
Ž .s ’ ??? , b0, ??? , 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 kq2
Ž .0, ??? ??? , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
or
where b9, b0 k 0 but their coordinates may be different.
 4Clearly D9 s C s s , s , . . . , s is a core as a subcore of C. Alsoky1 1 2 2 ky2
 4 Ž . Ž .D9s k 0 , since b9 k 0. Further, since s is in T or T , the2 kq1 2 kq2 11 00
 4space spanned by D0 s D9, s , s is a hyperbolic space of rank 2k.2 kq1 2 kq2
 4 ² : ² :Hence D0 is a core. Similarly, since D0 s k 0 and D0, s, s ’ X2 k 1
² : ŽH ??? H X is a hyperbolic space of rank 2k q 2 recall that we maykq1
.  4assume congruences to be equalities , D s D0, s, s is a core.2 k
Since b9, b0 k 0 and their coordinates are less than 2k y 1, we have
con s s con s for p s 2k q 1 and 2k q 2. Since C s D9 s D ,C p C p ky1 ky1ky 1
con s s con s . And since con s s con s , we get con s sC p D p D p D p C pky 1 ky1 ky1
con s for p s 2k q 1, 2k q 2.D p
 4  Ž .Therefore, setting D s x , u , ¤ , w s s, s , con s *,2 k D 2 kq 1
Ž . 4 Ž .con s ** , by Lemma 2.4 b we getD 2 kq2
Ž .x ’ 0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .u ’ 0, ??? ??? ??? , 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .¤ ’ 1, 0, 1, ??? , 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .w ’ 0, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0 .
w x Ž .Clearly D : D is of type E mod rad A, V , and D is regular. Thus we4
have completed the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 will be based on the following
important fact.
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Ž² :.PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that r s w N G 3. If N is a regular con-
nected set in V, N contains a regular core of length 2 r.
Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2.1 c we can take in N a maximal core C s
 4  4s , s , . . . , s with the associated basis X s x , x , . . . , x .1 2 2 r 1 2 2 r
If C is regular on X, the lemma holds. So let C be not regular on X.
Then N R C contains a regular vector s on X, for N regular. Since N is
 4 ² :connected, we have Ns k 0 . Since C is a maximal hyperbolic space in
² :  4  4  4N , Ns k 0 implies Cs k 0 . Hence C j s is connected. Suppose
 4that C j s contains a regular core D. Then D can be extended to a
 4 Ž .maximal core D9 of length 2 r in C j s by Lemma 2.1 b . Clearly D9 is
regular, since so is D, and we will complete our proof.
Thus all we have to do is
Ž .  43.1 find a regular core D in the connected set C j s under the
assumption that the core C is not regular on X but s is regular on X.
Now let us express s on X as
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g X and w g X ,
² :s s z q ??? qz q ??? qz q ??? qz q w , z g X1 h k r j j
Ž . Ž .for j s 1, 2, . . . , r, h s m s , and k s n s .
Ž .To reduce 3.1 a little more, we apply Lemma 3.1. Namely, finding a
 4regular core D in C j s is equivalent to finding a regular core D in
 4 ² :H Ž .C j z , for X : rad A, V . Thus we may assume that w s 0, i.e,
² :s s z s z q ??? qz g X .1 r
Since s is regular, it is left, middle, right, or single regular on X. First we
Ž .treat the case that s is left or middle regular on X, i.e., either z ’ 1, 1h
Ž .with 1 - h - k or z k 1, 1 for some j with h - j - k. In particular,j
h - k. We write any s g C and s on X asi
Ž .s ’ ??? ??? ??? , 1, 0, 0, ??? , 02 hy1
Ž .s ’ ??? ??? ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 h
Ž .s ’ 0, ??? , 0, a , b , ??? ??? , g , d , 0, ??? , 0
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? ??? , 02 ky1
Ž .s ’ ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 02 k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with z ’ a , b k 0, 0 and z ’ g , d k 0, 0 .h k
Again by Lemma 3.1 we may assume that above congruences are all
equations. Define
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .i D s s , . . . , s , s , s if g , d ’ 0, 1 or 1, 1 ,1 2 ky2 2 ky1
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .ii s , . . . , s , s, s if g , d ’ 1, 0 .1 2 ky2 2 k
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 4We contend that D is a core. Clearly C s s , s , . . . , s is aky1 1 2 2 ky2
Ž .  4core as a subcore of C. Further, in i , since C s k 0 andky1 2 ky1
² : ² : ² : ² :C , s , s s X H ??? H X H ??? H X is a hyperbolicky1 2 ky1 1 h k
Žspace of rank 2k we have used our assumption that the congruences
 4 . Ž . Ž .expressing C j s are equations , D is a core. In ii , since z ’ a , b kh
Ž .0, 0 , we see either s s k 0 or s s k 0. Hence C s k 0, and so2 hy1 2 h hy1
² : ² : ² : ² :C s k 0. Also C , s, s s X H ??? H X H ??? H X is aky1 ky1 2 k 1 h k
hyperbolic space of rank 2k. Thus, in each case, D is a core.
 4Note that the associated basis of D is Y s x , x , . . . , x , y9, y0 for1 2 2 ky2
² :some y9, y0 g D ; hence the first 2k y 2 elements in Y is the same as
Ž .those of X. Also z ’ 1, 1 with 1 - h - k if s is left regular, andh
Ž .z k 1, 1 for some j with h - j - k if s is middle regular. Therefore, if sj
is either left or middle regular on X, then so is s on Y. And D is regular.
Thus the proposition holds if s is left or middle regular.
The rest is the case that s is neither left nor middle but either right or
single regular. However, this case has been already treated by Lemma 3.2.
Q.E.D.
3.2. Reduction of Regular Cores
The following four lemmas are required to get a special regular core D
of a simple structure from a given regular core C. In this proof our
replacement lemma, Proposition 2.2, will play a central role.
 xLEMMA 3.3. For r G 3, let C s s , s , u , . . . , u be a regular core.1 2 3 2 r
 4Then C is equi¤alent to a regular core C0 s s , s , t , . . . , t expressed on1 2 3 2 r
its associated basis as
t s a , b , g , d , . . . with a , b k 0, 0Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž .for i s 3, 4, . . . , 2 r, and g , d k 1, 1 .5 5
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that a , b k 0, 0 . Then, by the definition of regu-5 5
Ž . Ž . Ž .larity, t s a , b , g , d , 1, 0, . . . , 0 is regular if and only g , d k 1, 1 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Thus it suffices to construct a core C0 which satisfies C9 ; C0 with
Ž . Ž .a , b k 0, 0 for 3 F i F 5 and in which t is regular.i i 5
 4Let C9 s s , s , . . . , s be the concentration of C and let X s1 2 2 r
 4x , x , . . . , x be the associated basis of C. Then, by Proposition 2.4,1 2 2 r
C ; C9, X is the associated basis of C9, and if we express C9 on X as
s s a , a , . . .Ž .i i1 i2
Ž . Ž .for i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 r, we have a , a k 0, 0 for 1 F i F 2 r.i1 i2
Further, since C is regular, so is C9. And by Proposition 2.5, C9 cannot
be tight. Assume that s g C9 is the first vector which is not tight i.e.,i
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s , s , . . . , s are all tight and s is not. Then s is expressed on X as1 2 iy1 i i
s ’ j , j , 1, . . . , 1, j , j , . . . , j , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i 1 2 2 hy1 2 h i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with j , j k 0, 0 , j , j k 1, 1 for some 2 - 2h - i, and j s 11 2 2 hy1 2 h i
is the ith coordinate. This shows that s is middle regular, and C9 isi
expressed on X as
Ž .s ’ 1, 0, ??? , 01
Ž .s ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
???
Ž .s ’ « , « , 1, ??? , 1, 1, 0, ??? , 02 hy1 1 2
Ž .s ’ h , h , 1, ??? , 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02 h 1 2
???
Ž .s ’ j , j , 1, ??? , 1, j , j , ??? ??? , j , 0, ??? , 0i 1 2 2 hy1 2 h i
???
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with « , « k 0, 0 , h , h k 0, 0 , j , j k 0, 0 , . . . .1 2 1 2 1 2
It is easy to see that
Ž .¤ s 1, 0, ??? , 01
Ž .¤ s 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
Ž .¤ s « , « , 1, ??? , 1, 1, 0, ??? , 03 1 2
Ž .¤ s h , h , 1, ??? , 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 04 1 2and
² : ² :form a core, since ¤ , ¤ and ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ are hyperbolic spaces of1 2 1 2 3 4
 4 Ž . Ž .rank 2 and 4, respectively, and ¤ , ¤ ¤ k 0 by « , « k 0, 0 .1 2 3 1 2
Since s ’ ¤ , s ’ ¤ , s ’ ¤ , and s ’ ¤ , Lemma 3.1 deduces1 1 2 2 2 hy1 3 2 h 4
1  4that D s s , s , s , s is a core.1 2 2 hy1 2 h
1  4 Ž . Ž .Further D s k 0 , since j , j k 0, 0 . Also, since j k 0, we havei 1 2 i
s x k 0 and D1 x ’ 0 if i is even, and s x k 0 and D1 x ’ 0 if ii iy1 iy1 i iq1 iq1
1 2  1 4is odd. So, by Lemma 2.1, D can be extended to a core D s D , s , ti
 1 4 Ž .for some t g C9. Note that D , t, s is also a core, since m t s 1.i
Here we show that either s or t is regular on the associated basis Y ofi
2 Ž . Ž .D . Since j , j k 1, 1 , either j ’ 0 or j ’ 0. If j s 0,2 hy1 2 h 2 hy1 2 h 2 hy1
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setting x s s , u s s , ¤ s sUU , and w s sUU , we have on X1 2 2 h i
Ž .x ’ 1, 0, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .u ’ 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .¤ ’ 0, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0
Ž .w ’ 0, 1, 1, ??? , 1, 0, j , ??? ??? , 1, 0, ??? , 0 .2 h
 4 w 2 x Ž .Hence D s x, u, ¤ , w : D and D is of type E modulo rad A, V .4
UU UU w 2 xIf j ’ 0, replacing ¤ s s above by s , D : D is also of type2 h 2 h 2 hy1
Ž . 2E modulo rad A, V . Thus, by Proposition 2.5, in each case D is regular.4
On the other hand, since D1 is a core of length 4, it is not regular by the
definition of regularity. This shows that either s or t is regular on Y, andi
it can be our t .5
2  1 4  1 4Now we set D s D s D , s , t if s is regular on Y, and D s D , t, si i i
if t is regular on Y. Then, since C9 is a connected spanning set of the
² :space C9 of rank 2 r, by Lemma 2.1 if we extend D to a miximal core in
C9 and take its concentration, we get C0 as in the lemma. Q.E.D.
 4LEMMA 3.4. Let C s s , s , s , s be a core and let s be an element in2 1 2 3 4
² :C , which can be expressed on the associated basis of C as2 2
Ž .s s 1, 0, 0, 0 ,1
Ž .s s 0, 1, 0, 0 ,2
Ž .s s a , b , 1, 0 ,3 3 3
Ž .s s a , b , 0, 1 ,4 4 4
Ž .s s a , b , g , d ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 for i s 3, 4 and a , b k 0, 0 . Theni i
C2
a s ; 1, 0, 0, 0 if g , d k 1, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
C2
b s ; 0, 0, 1, 0 if g , d ’ 1, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We write C for C . First we prove a . Since a , b k 0, 0 , we2
have
C
1 s ; s* s 1, 0, g , d .Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . UUSince g , d k 1, 1 , either g ’ 0 or d ’ 0, so let g ’ 0. Then s s4
Ž . w x UU Ž .0, 1, 0, 1 g C and s*s k 0. Hence, by Proposition 2.2 a ,4
C UU2 s* ; t s s* y d s s 1, yd , g , 0 .Ž . Ž .4
w x UU Ž . UUSimilarly, since C 2 s s 0, 1, 1, 0 and ts k 0, again3 3
C UU3 t ; u s t y g s s 1, yd y g , 0, 0 .Ž . Ž .3
C CŽ . Ž .Hence u ; u* s 1, 0, 0, 0 and, consequently, s ; 1, 0, 0, 0 .
Next let d ’ 0. The proof is similar to the previous one. Indeed, since
UU Ž .Ž . Ž UU . UU Ž .s*s ’ 1, 0, g , d 0, 1, 1, 0, k 0 and s* y g s s ’ 1, yg , 0, d3 3 4
Ž .  UU UU4 w x0, 1, 0, 1 k 0 for s , s : C , we get3 4 4
C UU UUs ;¤ s s* y g s y d s s 1, yg y d , 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž .3 4
C CŽ . Ž . Ž .and so s ;¤* s 1, 0, 0, 0 . Consequently, s ; 1, 0, 0, 0 . Thus we have a .
Ž .Next we prove b . Observe that
s* s 1, 0, g , d ,Ž .
sU s 1, 0, 1, 0 ,Ž .3
sU s 1, 0, 0, 1 .Ž .4
U U w xSince d ’ 1, we get s*s k 0 with s g C . Hence3 3
C Us* ; t s s* q 1 y g s s 2 y g , 0, 1, d .Ž . Ž .3
U U w xFurther, since ts k 0 and s g C , we have4 4
C Ut ; t9 s t q 1 y d s s 3 y g y d , 0, 1, 1 .Ž . Ž .4
Ž .Since g ’ d ’ 1, we have 3 y g y d k 0. Hence t9* s 1, 0, 1, 1, . Since
U U w xt9*s k 0 with s g C ,4 4
C Ut9* ; t9* y s s 0, 0, 1, 0 .Ž . Ž .4
CŽ . Ž .Thus we have b s ; 0, 0, 1, 0 . Q.E.D.
 4LEMMA 3.5. For r G 3, let C s s , s , . . . , s be a regular core with the1 2 2 r
 4associated basis X s x , x , . . . , x . Then we ha¤e the following:1 2 2 r
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Ž .  X X 4i C is equi¤alent to a regular core D s s , s , s , . . . , s expressed1 2 3 2 r
on its associated basis Y as
s¡ ƒ1 1¡ ƒ
s 0 12
X XX a b 13 3s3
X XX a b 0 14 4s4
X XX a b 0 0 15 5s5 s ,
X XX a b 0 0 0 16 6s6 . .. . .. . ..
X X X XX a b 0 0 « h ??? 1i i i isi . .. ¢ §. .¢ §. . ..
where the upper triangle of the abo¤e matrix on the right-hand side is zero and
Ž X X. Ž .a , b k 0, 0 for i s 3, 4, . . . , 2 r.i i
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If D 2 z s a , b , g , d , « , h, . . . on Y with a , b k 0, 0 , we
D Ž . Ž . Ž .ha¤e z ; z9 s a 9, b9, 0, 0, « 9, h9 , . . . with a 9, b9 k 0, 0 .
Proof. Express C on X as
s¡ ƒ1 1¡ ƒ
s 0 12
a b 13 3s3
a b 0 14 4s4
a b g d 15 5 5 5s5 s .
a b g d 0 16 6 6 6s6 . .. . .. . ..
a b g d « h ??? 1i i i i i isi . .. ¢ §. .¢ §. . ..
Since C is regular, by Lemma 3.3 we may assume that
Ž .1 a , b k 0, 0 for i s 3, 4, . . . , 2 r and g , d k 1, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 5 5
 4Write S s s , s , . . . , s for i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 r. Do not confuse S withi 1 2 i i
 4C s s , s , . . . , s , i.e., S s C . By Lemma 3.4 we havej 1 2 2 j 2 j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .I if i G 5 and g , d k 1, 1 , theni i
S4 Xs ; s s 1, 0, 0, 0, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i i
where the last 1 is the ith coordinate.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In particular, since g , d k 1, 1 by 1 , I gives us5 5
S4 X2 s ; s s 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž . Ž .5 5
Our next purpose is to show that
Ž . Ž . Ž .II if i G 6 with g , d ’ 1, 1 and h ’ 1, theni i i
S5 Xs ; s s 1, 0, 0, 0, w, h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i
where the last 1 is the ith coordinate and w denotes a suitable element in
R determined by the context.
S2 U Ž .We start from s ; s s 1, 0, g , d , « , h , . . . . Observe thati i i i i i
sU s 1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .3
sX s 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .5
3 sU s 1, 0, g , d , « , h , . . . ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i
Ž . Ž . U U Ž .Ž .with g , d ’ 1, 1 and h ’ 1. Since s s ’ g , d 1, 0 ’ d k 0 andi i i i 3 i i i
U w x Ž .s g S , by Proposition 2.2 a we have3 3
S3U U Us ; t s s y s s 0, 0, g y 1, d , « , h , . . . .Ž .i i i 3 i i i i
X X w xSimilarly, since t s ’ h k 0 and s g S , we havei 5 i 5 5
S5 X Xt ; t s t q s s 1, 0, g y 1, d , « q 1, h , . . . .Ž .i i i 5 i i i i
Ž . Ž .Regarding that g ’ 1, we see that g y 1, d k 1, 1 . Hence Lemmai i i
Ž .3.4 a implies
S4Xt ; 1, 0, 0, 0, w, h , . . . .Ž .i i
Since S : S : S : S we have obtained2 3 4 5
S5
s ; 1, 0, 0, 0, w, h , . . .Ž .i i
Ž .and II holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now applying I if g , d k 1, 1 , and applying II if g , d ’ 1, 1 ,6 6 6 6
we get
S5 X4 s ; s s 1, 0, 0, 0, w, 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž . Ž .6 6
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Finally, we prove that
Ž . Ž . Ž .III if i G 7 with g , d ’ 1, 1 and h ’ 0, theni i i
S6 Xs ; s s 1, 0, 0, 0, w, . . . .Ž .i i
Ž .The proof shall be done by reducing the case to II .
Ž . Ž .First let i « ’ 0. By 4 we havei
49 sXUU s 0, 1, 0, 0, w, 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž . Ž .6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, by 3 and 49 and our assumption « , h ’ 0, 0 , we havei i
U XUU Ž .Ž . XUU w xs s ’ 1, 0, g , d , « , h , . . . 0, 1, 0, 0, w, 1, 0, . . . , 0 k 0 with s g S .i 6 i i i i 6 6
Ž . Ž .Therefore 3 and 49 give us
S6 XUUU Us ; t s s q s s 1, 1, g , d , w, h q 1, . . . .Ž .i i i 6 i i i
Ž . Ž .Since h ’ 0, we have h q 1 ’ 1. So we can apply II to t and get IIIi i i
Ž . Ž .Next let ii « k 0, i.e., « ’ 1. By 2 we havei i
29 sXUU s 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž . Ž .5
Ž . Ž . U XUU XUU w xSo 3 and 29 and h ’ 0 induce s s k 0 and s g C , which yieldsi i 5 5 5
C5 XUUU Us ; t s s q s s 1, 1, g , d , « q 1, h , . . . .Ž .i i i 5 i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since « ’ 1, we have « q 1 ’ 0, which reduces ii to i . So III holds.i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2 and 4 and I , II , and III above we have obtained
Siy1 X X X X X X XŽ . Ž .5 s ; s s a , b , 0, 0, « , h , . . . with a , b k 0, 0Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i
for i s 5, 6, . . . , 2 r and « X, hX g R.i i
 X X 4 Ž .Set D s s , s , s , . . . , s . To end the proof for i of the lemma, we1 2 3 2 r
have to show C ; D. Our claim is
 X X 46 C ; s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , sŽ . 1 2 i iq1 2 r
for any i s 4, 5, . . . , 2 r. The proof will be done by induction on i. If i s 2 r,
Ž . Ž .6 is C ; C, and obvious. So, let 6 F i F 2 r y 1 in 6 .
Siy1 EX X X XŽ .  4Since s ; s by 5 , we have s ; s for E s S j s , . . . , s . Theni i i i iy1 iq1 2 r
Ž . Ž 4 . Ž X4 .  XProposition 2.1 d yields s j E ; s j E , i.e., s , s , . . . , s , s ,i i 1 2 i iq1
X 4  X X 4 Ž .. . . ,s ; s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , s , which completes the proof of 6 . Set-r 1 2 iy1 i r
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Ž .  X X 4 Ž .ting i s 4 in 6 , we get C ; s , s , s , s , s , . . . , s . Further 1 allows us1 2 3 4 5 2 r
X X Ž .to set s s s and s s s , which completes the proof of i of the lemma.3 3 4 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .As for ii of the lemma, if g , d k 1, 1 , we can apply Lemma 3.4,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .whereas if g , d ’ 1, 1 , the method of the proofs of II and III is
applicable to z for s , which completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.i
3.3. Proofs of Theorems 3.1]3.5
Let p or ] denote the canonical map of rings R “ R s RrA defined by
a s a q A for a g R. The same notation p or ] shall be adopted to
denote the canonical map of additive groups V “ V s VrAV defined by
 < 4x s x q AV for x g V. Clearly, V s ¤ ¤ g V is the symplectic space
 < 4over the field R s a a g R , F if we define a scalar multiplication2
a x s a x and an alternating form x y s xy for a g R and x, y g V.
If P is a basis for V, it is clearly a minimal generating set of V as a
module over R. On the other hand, since V is a free module of rank n
Ž .over a commutative local ring, the converse is also true by b of McDon-
w xald 9, I.2, Theorem p. 7 , Therefore the same theorem implies that
Ž .3.1 for P : V the following are equivalent:
Ž .i P is a basis for V.
Ž .ii P is a basis for V.
Ž . < < ² :iii P s n and P s V.
 4If P s s is a basis for V, we can define a quadratic map q or simplyi P
q: V “ R by
2q a s s a q a a s s , a g R ,Ý Ý Ýi i i i j i j iž /
i i i-j
where s s s f s , s , f being the alternating bilinear form which definesŽ .i j i j
the symplectic space V. In particular,
3.2 q s s 1 for any s g P .Ž . Ž .i i
Further for any x, y g V we have
3.3 q x q y s q x q xy q q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, if we define B: V = V “ R by B x, y s xy, i.e., B x, y
Ž .s f x , y , B is the symmetric bilinear form. We write x y for B x, y .Ž .
Ž .LEMMA 3.6. For a basis P for V, let N : V satisfy q N s 1. ThenP
N
Ž . Ž . Ž .a if x ; y, we ha¤e q x s q y ,P P
Ž . w x Ž .b if y g N , we ha¤e q y s 1.P
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Proof. To simplify the notation, we write q for q . First, for anyP
Ž . Ž .s s T , a g R, and t g N, we show that q s x s q x for any x g V.a , t
Since
s x s x q xt ? a ? t ,
we have s xs x q xt ? a ? t. Therefore, if xt ? a s 0, we get s xs x and
Ž . Ž .q s x s q x is obvious. On the other hand, if xt ? a s 1, we have xts
Ž . Ž .a s 1 and s xs x q t. Since x t s xts 1, this implies q s x s q x q x t
Ž . Ž . Ž .q q t s q x q 1 q 1 s q x . Thus in each case
1 q s x s q x .Ž . Ž .Ž .
NŽ .We prove a . Since x ; y, we have y s s ??? s s x for some s sr 2 1 1
T , s s T , . . . , s s T where a , a , . . . , a g R and t , t , . . . , ta , t 2 a , t r a , t 1 2 r 1 2 r1 1 2 2 r r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g N. Therefore, by 1 , we have q x s q s x s q s s x s ??? s q y ,1 2 1
Ž .and a holds.
NŽ . w xAs for b , since y g N , we have x ; y for some x g N. Hence
Ž . Ž . Ž .q y s q x s 1 by a . Q.E.D.
Ž² :. Ž .In the following three theorems, if w N or w V s 2, the condition
on regularity shall be withdrawn; in other words, we understand that
regularity means nothing.
The following theorem is a generalization of Brown and Humphries
w x2, Theorem 10.1 from fields to local rings.
< < Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let RrA s 2 and let m s w V G 2. Let P s
 4s , s , . . . , s be a regular connected basis for V. Then1 2 n
Ž . w x  4a P contains a core D s t , t , . . . , t with the associated basis1 2 2 m
 4Y s y , y , . . . , y such thatD 1 2 2 m
Ž .i t s y , t s y g P,1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii q y s q y s 1 and q y s q y s 0P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4
P PŽ . Ž .iii for any s g M, s ; y if and only if q s s 1, and s ; y if and1 P 3
Ž .only if q s s 0,P
PŽ . Ž . Ž .b for any x, y g M, x ; y if and only if q x s q y ,P P
Ž . Ž .  4c q M s 0, 1 .P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. b is clear by ii and iii in a . Also c is obvious by ii in a ,
Ž .since Y : M. So we prove a . The proof will proceed in each case of
m G 3 and m s 2, respectively. We write q for q .P
Case 1. Let m G 3. Since P is a regular connected basis for V, by
Proposition 3.1, P contains a regular core C of length 2m. We may write
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 4C s s , s , . . . , s by a suitable renumbering of elements. Set E s1 2 2 m
 4P R C s s , . . . , s , and2 mq1 n
 4P s C j E s s , . . . , s .1 n
Our first assertion is the following:
Ž .  4I There exists a basis P9 s t , t , . . . , t for V such that1 2 n
Ž .I P ; P9 s D j F;1
Ž .  4I D s t s s , t s s , t , . . . , t is a core expressed on its2 1 1 2 2 3 2 m
 4associated basis Y s y , y , . . . , y asD 1 2 2 m
¡ ƒt1 ¡ ƒ1
t 0 12
a b 13 3t3
a b 0 14 4t4
a b 0 0 15 5t5
a b 0 0 0 16 6t6 s ,
a b 0 0 « h 17 7 7 7t7
a b 0 0 « h 0 18 8 8 8t8 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ?. . . . . . . . .. ¢ §¢ § a b 0 0 « h z u ??? 0 12 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2 mt2 m
Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 for i s 3, 4, . . . , 2m;i i
Ž .  4I F s t , . . . , t is expressed on a basis Y s Y j3 2 mq1 n D
 4y , . . . , y for V as2 mq1 n
t s a , b , 0, 0, « , h , . . . , j , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i i i i
Ž . Ž .where i s 2m q 1, . . . , n, a , b k 0, 0 , j is the 2mth coordinate, andi i i
the last 1 is the ith coordinate.
Ž . Ž .We prove I . Since m G 3, by Lemma 3.5 i , C is equivalent to a regular
 4core D s t s s , t s s , t , . . . , t expressed on its associated basis1 1 2 2 3 2 m
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .Y s y , y , . . . , y as in I . So it suffices to show I and I forD 1 2 2 m 2 1 3
this D.
Ž .Since C ; D, by Proposition 2.1 f , C j E ; D j E, i.e.,
 4P ; D j E s t , . . . , t , s , . . . , s .1 2 m 2 mq1 n
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² : ² : ² : ² : Ž . ²In particular, C s D and P s D j E by 2.2 , So V s D j
: ² : ² :HE . On the other hand, since V s D H D , if we write any s g E si
 4s , . . . , s , . . . , s as2 mq1 i n
² : ² :Hs s z q y , z g D , y g D ,i i i i i
then we have
² : ² :² : 4V s D j y , . . . , y s Y , y , . . . , y s y , . . . , y ,2 mq1 n D 2 mq1 n 1 n
Ž .Ž .and Y s y , . . . , y is a basis for V by 3.1 iii .1 n
² : ² :Since P s C j E is connected and C s D is a maximal hyperbolic
space of V, it must be Ds k 0 for any s g E. Hence Dz k 0 for anyi i i
Ž .2m q 1 F i F n. This allows us to apply Lemma 3.5 ii to z and we geti
on Y
D
s s z q y ; t s a , b , 0, 0, « , h , . . . , j , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž .where i s 2m q 1, . . . , n, a , b k 0, 0 , j is the 2mth coordinate, andi i i
the last 1 is the ith coordinate.
 4Set F s t , . . . , t . Then, applying the replacement lemma, Propo-2 mq1 n
Ž .sition 2.2 b , repeatedly, we obtain
 4D j E s D j s , s , s , . . . , s2 mq1 2 mq2 2 mq3 n
 4; D j t , s , . . . , s2 mq1 2 mq2 n
 4; D j t , t , s , . . . , s2 mq1 2 mq2 2 mq3 n
; D j F .
² : ² :Hence P ; P9 s D j F. In particular, V s P s P9 and P9 is a basis
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .for V by 3.1 iii . Thus we have shown I and I , which completes the1 3
Ž .proof for I .
Ž . Ž .Now we start the proof for a of the theorem. By I we have2
Ž .Ž .y s t s s g C : P and y s t s s g C : P. Therefore a i is1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .straightforward. Since q P s 1 by 3.2 , we have q y s q y s 1,1 2
Ž .Ž .which is the first half of a ii .
P Ž . Ž . Ž .Further, for any s g M, if s ; y , by Lemma 3.6 a we have q s s q y1 1
Ž . Ž .and so q s s 1. Suppose that we have shown q y s 0. Then, in the3
P Ž .same way, s ; y implies q s s 0.3
Ž .Thus the rest of the proof for a of the theorem is to show that
Ž . Ž . Ž .a.1 q y s q y s 0,3 4
P PŽ . Ž . Ž .a.2 q s s 1 induces s ; y and q s s 0 induces s ; y .1 3
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To do it, we prove that
Ž . w xII for all i s 5, 6, . . . , n, P contains those elements expressed on
Y as
tUU s 0, 1, 0, 0, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i
uUU s 0, 1, 1, 0, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i
¤UU s 0, 1, 0, 1, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i
where the last 1 in each of tUU , uUU , and ¤UU is the ith coordinate.i i i
Ž .By I for all i s 5, 6, . . . , n, we have on Y
tU s 1, 0, 0, 0, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i
where the last 1 is the ith coordinate. Also
UU Ž .t s 0, 1, 1, 0, ??? , 0 ,3
UU Ž .t s 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ??? , 0 .4
U UU UU w x Ž .Since t t k 0 and t g D , Proposition 2.2 a gives usi 3 3
DU U UUt ; u s t q t s 1, 1, 1, 0, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .i i i 3 i i
U UU UU w xSimilarly, since t t k 0 and t g D , we geti 4 4
DU U UUt ;¤ s t q t s 1, 1, 0, 1, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .i i i 4 i i
Thus
D D D D D DU UU U UUt ; t ; u ; u and t ; t ;¤ ;¤i i i i i i i i
yield
D DUU UUt ; u and t ;¤ .i i i i
 4  UU UU UU4 w xRegarding that t , D : P9, we get t , u , ¤ : P9 . Since P ; P9,i i i i
w x w x Ž .P s P9 . Thus II holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We can now prove the rest of a of the theorem, i.e., a.1 and a.2 . Let
 4 < <s be any element in M. Hence sD k 0 , since D s 2m.
P Ž .We start from s ; s9 s con s. This is clear by Proposition 2.1 c , sinceD
D w xs ; s9 and D : P . We may write
s9 s q , q , q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0Ž .1 2 3 4 i
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Ž . Ž .on Y for some 1 F i F n. Since s9 is a concentration, q , q k 0, 0 .1 2
However our assertion is more than that; that is, we contend that we may
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assume both q , q k 0 and q , q k 0, 0 . Since we have q , q k1 2 3 4 1 2
Ž .0, 0 ,
D
s9 ; s9* s 1, 0, q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .3 4 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . UU ŽTherefore, if q , q s 0, 0 , by I we have s9*t s 1, 0, q ,3 4 3 3
.Ž . UU w x w x w x w x Ž .q , . . . 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 k 0 with t g D . Since D : P9 s P by I ,4 3
Ž . Ž .Propositions 2.1 c and 2.2 a imply
P UUs9* ; s9* q t s 1, 1, q q 1, q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .3 3 4 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since 1, 1 k 0, 0 and q q 1, q k 0, 0 , this allows us to assume that3 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .both q , q k 0, 0 and q , q k 0, 0 as we asserted.1 2 3 4
P Ž .Next we show that s9* ; s0 s 1, b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0 on Y for some b , g , d
g R.
Ž .Since by II we have
s9*tUU ’ 1, 0, q , q , q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0Ž .i 3 4 5 6 i
0, 1, 0, 0, « , h ??? , 1, 0, . . . , 0Ž .i i
’ 1 q q , . . . « , . . .Ž . Ž .5 i
and
s9*¤UU ’ 1, 0, q , q , q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0Ž .i 3 4 5 6 i
0, 1, 0, 1, « , h , . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0Ž .i i
’ 1 q q q q , . . . « , . . . ,Ž . Ž .3 5 i
if q k 0, then either s9*tUU k 0 or s9*¤UU k 0. Similarly, if q k 0, either3 i i 4
s9*tUU k 0 or s9*uUU k 0. So let tX be tUU , uUU , or ¤UU with s9*tX k 0.i i i i i i i
X w x Ž .Then t g P , and by Proposition 2.2 a ,i
P X X Xs9* ; s9* y q t s 1, yq , q , . . . , q , 0 .Ž .i i i 3 iy1
Ž . Ž .Since 1, yq k 0, 0 , we can repeat this method to geti
P
s9* ; s0 s 1, b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0 on Y ,Ž .
which is the desired reduction.
Since
P P
s ; s9* ; s0 s 1, b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0Ž .
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 4 Ž . Ž .on Y s y , y , y , y , . . . , y , by Lemma 3.6 a and 3.3 we have1 2 3 4 n
2 2 2q s s q s0 s q y q b q y q g q y q d q y q b q gd.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4
UŽ . Ž .As we have already shown, q y s q y s 1. Also since y s t y t and1 2 3 3 1
y s tU y t , we have4 4 1
U U U Uq y s q t q q t q t t and q y s q t q q t q t t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 1 3 1 4 4 1 4 1
U U U Uw x Ž . Ž . Ž .Since t , t , t g P , q t s q t s q t s 1. Thus1 3 4 1 3 4
Uq y s t t s 1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 1, 0, . . . , 0 s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .3 3 1
2Ž . Ž . Ž .and similarly q y s 0. Hence a.1 holds and q s s 1 q b q b q gds4
1 q gd.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus q s s 1 if and only if g , d k 1, 1 . This enables us to apply
P PŽ . Ž .Lemma 3.4, and we get s ; y if q s s 1 and s ; y if q s s 0, which is1 3
Ž .a.2 and completes the proof for Case 1.
Case 2. Let m s 2. The proof shall be done in parallel with Case 1.
 4Since m s 2, by Lemma 2.1, P contains a core C s s , s , s , s . And,1 2 3 4
 4setting E s P R C s s , . . . , s , we have5 n
 4P s C j E s s , . . . , s .1 n
 4Let D s con C s t , t , t , t for t s con s , 1 F i F 4, and let theC 1 2 3 4 i C i
 4associated basis Y s y , y , y , y . Since C ; D,1 2 3 4
 4C j E ; D j E s t , t , t , t , s , . . . , s .1 2 3 4 5 n
Ž .Therefore, in the same way as the proof for I in Case 1, if we write any
s g E asi
² : ² :Hs s z q y , z g D , y g Di i i i i
 4for 5 F i F n, then Y s y , . . . , y is a basis for V. Also on Y we can1 n
 4express t , t , t , t as1 2 3 4
Ž .t s 1, 0, ??? , 01
Ž .t s 0, 1, 0, ??? , 02
Ž .t s a , b , 1, 0, ??? , 03 3 3
Ž .t s a , b , 0, 1, 0, ??? , 04 4 4
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Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 for i s 3, 4, and s g E, 5 F i F n, asi i i
s s a , b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i i i
where the last 1 is the ith coordinate.
Since we are now in case m s 2 and P is connected, for any s g E andi
 4  45 F i F n we have Cs k 0 , so Ds k 0 , i.e., Dz k 0. Thus, by Proposi-i i i
D X X X X X X XŽ . Ž . Ž .tion 2.3, z ; z s con z s a , b , g , d with a , b k 0, 0 for 5 F ii i D i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž X X. Ž .F n. Further, applying Lemma 3.4 a , we see that if g , d k 1, 1 theni i
DX Ž .z ; 1, 0, 0, 0 . This shows thati
DX Y Y Y Y Yz ; z ’ a , b , g , d ,Ž .i i i i i i
Ž Y Y . Ž . Ž Y Y . Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 and g , d ’ 0, 0 or 1, 1 . From this and byi i i i
² :Hy g D , any s g E can be expressed on Y asi i
D Y Y Y Y Ys s z q y ; t s z q y s a , b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .i i i i i i i i i i
where 5 F i F n and the last 1 is the ith coordinate.
 4Setting F s t , . . . , t and applying the replacement lemma, Proposi-5 n
Ž .tion 2.2 b , we get D j E ; D j F. Hence
 4P s C j E ; D j E ; D j F s t , . . . , t .1 n
Let s g M. Then, in the same way as we have obtained t above fromi
s g E, we get t from s expressed on Y for some 1 F i F n asi
D
s ; t s q , q , q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .1 2 3 4 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with q , q k 0, 0 and q , q ’ 0, 0 or 1, 1 . This yields1 2 3 4
t*tUU s 1, 0, q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0 0, 1, g Y , d Y , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 k0,Ž . Ž .i 3 4 i i i
UU w xwith t g P . Thereforei
P X X X XUUs ; t* q yq t s 1, yq , q , q , . . . , q , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž . Ž .i i i 3 4 iy1
Ž . Ž .with 1, yq k 0, 0 , so we can repeat this method and obtaini
P
s ; a , b , g , d , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .
Ž . Ž .with a , b k 0, 0 . The rest of the proof is completely the same as that of
Case 1. Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 3.7. Let N be a connected spanning set of V. If C s
 4s , s , . . . , s is a maximal core in N, C can be extended to a connected1 2 2 m
basis P s C j E : N for V.
² : ² :Proof. If V s C , the lemma is clear. So let C › V. Since V s
² : ² :H ² : w xC H C and C is a basis for C , by McDonald 9, I.5 C can be
Ž .extended to a basis Y for V. So Y is a basis for V by 3.1 . In particular,
 4C s s , s , . . . , s is linearly independent. On the other hand, since1 2 2 m
² : ² :C : N and N s V, C : N and N s V. Hence there exists E s
 4  4s , . . . , s : N such that C j E s s , . . . , s is a basis for V. Then2 mq1 n 1 n
Ž .  4again 3.1 implies that C j E s s , . . . , s is a basis for V. Write s g E1 n i
as
² : ² :Hs s z q w , z g C , w g C .i i i i i
Ž .Since C is a maximal core in V, we have w g rad A, V . Hencei
 4Cz k 0 , for N is connected. So C j E is connected and it is a connectedi
basis for V. Q.E.D.
Ž .If N is a connected spanning set of V, by Lemma 2.1 c N always
contains a maximal core C of length 2m. Hence Lemma 3.7 enables us to
extend C to a connected basis P s C j E : N for V. We call such P a
good basis of N. Clearly P is not unique for N, since there are various
Ž² :.maximal cores in N. If N is regular with w N G 3, by Proposition 3.1
we may choose C above as a regular core and so P as a regular connected
basis for V.
Thus, when we refer to a good basis P of N regular, we shall indicate
such regular connected basis P.
Ž .Theorem 3.2 gives us the answer to problem 1 in the first section. Also
w xit is a generalization of Brown and Humphries 2, Theorem 11.1 from
fields to local rings.
< < Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let RrA s 2 and w V G 2. Then, for f / N : M,
the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a T N s T M .R R
Ž .b N is a regular connected spanning set which contains an element s
Ž .and a good basis P for N such that q s s 0.P
Ž . < <c N is connected, N G n q 1, and admits a partition N s P j Q
such that
Ž .i P is a basis for V,
Ž . Ž .ii P contains a regular core C of length 2m with m s w V ,
Ž . Ž .iii Q contains an element s with q s s 0.P
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. First we prove a to b . Since T N s T M , Theorem 1.1R R
wshows that N is a connected spanning set of V. Hence, by 6, Lemma
Ž . Ž .x w x3.2 a and c , we have M : N .
Ž .If N were not regular, by Proposition 2.5 d N would be equivalent to a
Ž . Ž . Ž .line L modulo rad A, V , i.e., N q rad A, V s L q rad A, V . Then
w xLemma 2.5 would require N : V and N n M, which contradicts M :L
w xN above. Thus N is regular, i.e., a regular connected spanning set of V.
Therefore, as we have noted preceding the statement of the theorem, N
contains a good basis P which is regular.
Ž . Ž . Žw x.Now, suppose that q N s 1 for P. Then, by Lemma 3.6 b , q N sP P
Ž . Ž .  41. Hence q M s 1. This contradicts that q M s 0, 1 as we see inP P
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1 c . Thus b holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Next we show b to c . By b , N is a connected set containing a good
Ž . Ž . Ž .basis P and an element s with q s s 0. Since q P s 1 by 3.2 , we seeP P
< < Ž .s f P. So, setting Q s N R P, we have s g Q and N G n q 1. Thus c
holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, we prove c to a . By c we have s g Q : N with q s s 0.P
Ž . Ž .Also by 3.2 q t s 1 for any t g P : N. Hence for any x g M thereP
Ž . Ž . Ž .exist s and t g N such that q x s either q s or q t . ThereforeP P P
P P Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1 gives us x ; s or x ; t, so x g T P s or x g T P t, andR R
w x w xthus x g N , i.e., M : N . Since N is a connected spanning set, again
w Ž . Ž .x Ž .Ishibashi 6, Lemma 3.2 a and c implies a of our theorem. Q.E.D.
< < Ž² :.THEOREM 3.3. Let RrA s 2 and w N G 2. Let N be a regular
connected spanning set for V. Then, for any good basis P of N, we ha¤e
Ž .  4  4q N s 1 or 0, 1 , andP
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .a if q N s 1 , M has exactly two T N -orbits, i.e.,P R
M s M j M a direct sum ,Ž .0 1
 < Ž . 4  < Ž . 4where M s x g M q x s 0 and M s x g M q x s 1 ,0 P 1 P
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .b if q N s 0, 1 , M has exactly one T N -orbit; in other words,P R
Ž .T N acts transiti¤ely on M.R
Ž . Ž .  4Proof. We write q for q . First we prove a . Since q M s 0, 1 byP
Ž .Theorem 3.1 c , both M and M are not empty. Let x g M . Then, for0 1 i
PŽ . Ž . Ž .any y g M , we have q x s q y . Hence Theorem 3.1 b implies x ; y.i
N Ž .Since P : N, we have x ; y, i.e., y g T N x. HenceR
M : T N x for any x g M .Ž .i R i
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NŽ . Ž .To see the converse, let y g T N x, i.e., x ; y. Then, by Lemma 3.6 a ,R
Ž . Ž .q x s q y . Hence y g M andi
T N x : M for any x g M .Ž .R i i
Ž .Thus a holds.
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .Next we prove b . Since q N s 0, 1 , b of Theorem 3.2 holds, and by
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a of the theorem we have T N s T M . Hence T N x s T M xR R R R
Ž .for any x g M. Since T M x s M by Lemma 1.1, we conclude thatR
Ž .T N acts transitively on M. Q.E.D.R
Ž .Theorem 3.3 provides the answer to problem III in the first section.
Ž .  4 Ž .  4Indeed, if q N s 1 , the T N -orbit of x g M is M for i g 0, 1 , andP R i i
Ž .  4 Ž .if q N s 0, 1 , the T N -orbit of x g M is M, where P is an arbitraryP R
good basis of N.
w x < <In Ishibashi 5, Theorem 3.4 we have shown that if RrA / 2 and
Ž . Ž .T N s T M then there exist n elements s , s , . . . , s in N such thatR R 1 2 n
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .T s , T s , . . . , T s generates T M . Further it is clear that n is theR 1 1 2 1 n R
smallest number with this property.
The following theorem corresponds to this theorem. Also Theorem 3.4
w xshows that Ishibashi's conjecture 7, p. 65 is true. Indeed, for B / N : M
Ž . Ž .if T N s T M , applying Theorem 3.4, we have N9 : N such thatR R
Ž . Ž . < <T N9 s T M with N9 s n q 1. Clearly n q 1 is the smallest numberR R
Ž .for such N9 by Theorem 3.2 c and thus the conjecture is true.
< < Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let RrA s 2 and w V G 2. For B / N : M if
Ž . Ž .  4T N s T M , N contains n q 1 elements N9 s s , s , . . . , s suchR R 1 2 nq1
that
T M s T , T , . . . , T .² :Ž .R R , s 1, s 1, s1 2 nq1
And n q 1 is the smallest number of elements in N with this property.
Moreo¤er s can be chosen as an arbitrary element in N and s as any element1 2
in N such that s s is a unit.1 2
Proof. For N in the theorem, by Theorem 3.2 we have a regular
 4 Ž .connected basis P s s , s , . . . , s : N and an element s g N with q s1 2 n P
Ž . Ž .s 0. Since q P s 1 by 3.2 , we see s f P. Further, since N is con-P
 4  4nected, we have Ns k 0 . So Ps k 0 , since P is a basis for V. Therefore
 4N9 s P j s is a connected set of n q 1 distinct elements in N. Clearly
Ž . Ž . Ž .N9 satisfies condition b of Theorem 3.2; consequently, T N9 s T M .R R
 4Here, if we regard that N9 is connected and for any unit pair x, y : M
Ž .y2with a s xy ,
T T T Ty1 Ty1 s T s T ,a , x 1, y R , x 1, y a , x R , x y? y R , y
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² : Ž . Ž .we find that T , T , . . . , T s T N9 and so T M . By TheoremR , s 1, s 1, s R R1 2 nq1
Ž .3.2 c , it is clear that n q 1 is the smallest number of elements in N with
 4this property. Now the rest of the proof is clear, since any unit pair x, y
in N can be extended to a regular maximal core C in N, and C to a good
basis P in N. Q.E.D.
w xFinally, the result of Ishibashi 5, Theorem 3.5 concerning a finite
Ž . < <generation of the group T M for the case RrA / 2 is generalized byR
< <the following theorem to the case RrA s 2.
Regarding that T T s T for any a , b g R and x g V, thea , x b , x aqb , x
proof is straightforward by Theorem 3.4.
THEOREM 3.5. Under the same assumption as Theorem 3.4, if R is
 4 Ž .generated by r elements a , a , . . . , a as an additi¤e group, then T M is1 2 r R
generated by n q r elements; more precisely, N contains n q 1 elements
 4s , s , . . . , s such that1 2 nq1
T M s T , . . . , T , T , . . . , T .² :Ž .R a , s a , s 1, s 1, s1 1 r 1 2 nq1
Also the same holds as Theorem 3.4 for the choice of s , s in N.1 2
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